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Japan and many other foreign countries are studied by
the children in geography and social science classes of the
elementary and high school grades. Education tends to help
children adjust to world reality. Recent books are written with
the purpose of meeting new curricula needs, and authors often
write fiction with the purpose of acquainting children with life
and customs of other peoples.
Recent bibliographies include interesting books as well
as important books about peoples of other lands and different
sections of North America and of the United States. These
books deal with background and progress, the beliefs and
customs of the people, and the geography and industries of
the countries they represent. They show, through accurate
information and authentic Piftures, people at work and at
play, at home and at school.
“Newer themes in contemporary fiction reflect major
changes in our culture...” states Marie Rankin in her book on
Children’s Interest in Library Books of ~ictjon. She also em
phasizes that “without exception, studies of voluntary reading
of children have revealed a greater interest in reading of
fiction than any other type of material.”2
1DorothyWurzburg, Index ~o Children~s Books (Boston:
F. W. Faxon, 1939), p. 5.
2Marie Rankin, children’ s Interest ~n~ibrary Books of




The purpose of this study is to analyze the portrayal of
Japanese life and customs in selected juvenile fiction published
in the United States from 1912 to l95~+, and recommended for
children from the first grade through junior and senior high
school. All books chosen for this study were published in the
United States. Efforts will be made to prove whether or not the
material found in selected Japanese fiction is factual and re
alistic according to the factual data in authentic and authori
tative sources.
Previous studies have been made of juvenile fiction on
life and customs of other nationalities. Some of these studies
have been made in the field of library service.
We should give careful attention to the selection of
books from which children make their choices because all reading
is very important in the lives of children.
5jg~ iricanoe
It is hoped that this study will be significant in the
following ways:
1. It will provide an analysis of selected juvenile
books of fiction about people of Japanese origin in
order to help determine how realistically charac
• teristics of Japanese life and customs are portrayed
in books of fiction.
2. It will serve as an aid in pointing out to librarians
and teachers some books of fiction about Japan
3
published in the United States which can best be
used for supplementary and directed reading of boys
and girls interested in Japanese life and customs.
3. It will serve as an aid in encouraging other such
studies in the use of fiction for children in ex
tending cultural knowledge and appreciatjon~ of people
of other national origins.
P.efinition of Te~
In this study, “Japanese” means a native of Japan or a
person of Japanese descent living elsewhere. “Juvenile” has
reference to children from pre-schooj. age to junior and senior
high school grade level. “Life” refers to religion, art arid
architecture, occupations, physical features of the country,
transportation, and communication. The term, “custom” refers
to habits of dress, celebration of holidays and festivals,
marriage, education, and food.
Me thodo1o.~y
1. The related material in the field was checked so as
to determine whether or not such a study had been
made of Japanese fiction.
2. The eighteen titles, or books, in this study were
selected by thoroughly checking the following tools:
The Boo~list, Book Review Digest, The Children’s
C~t~1o~, Cumulated Book Index, ~iction Catalo~g, and
&~andard Catalog for High School Libraries. Various
reading lists were checked, and these are included
if
in the bibliography.
3. A checklist of the characteristics found in the
selected juvenile fiction books was compared with
the factual data, twelve characteristics of Japanese
life and customs found in juvenile encyclopedias and
books on Japanese social life and customs. (~ee
bibliography.)
if. The characteristics of Japanese life and customs
found in juvenile fiction to be compared with
factual data are:





Cr) Holidays and festivals
(g) Art and architecture





5. In order to determine whether or not juvenile fic
tion describes realistically the life and customs
of the Japanese people, eighteen selected books of
juvenile fiction published from 1912 to l95~+ were
read, annotated, and analyzed according to the
5
twelve characteristics chosen as a basis for this
study. Twelve tables provide the bases for this
analysis.
6. The summary and conclusions based on the findings of
this study give some indication of the extent to
which selected books of fiction accurately describe
and portray realistically life and customs of these
people. A summary table supports this information.
7. A literary map of Japan is included at the end of
chapter three of this study for the purpose of veri
fying locations or settings of the selected juvenile
fiction.
8. Brief biographical sketches of the professional lives
and activities of the authors are included in this
study, wherever information can be found, to help
determine their qualifications for writing about
Japanese life and customs.. (see Appendix C).
9. A glossary of Japanese terms found in the selected
books of juvenile fiction is provided for aid to the
reader and for helping make the interpretation of
Japanese life and customs more eaningfulée~A~pendi~j~
10. An annotated bibliography of the selected books of
fiction is included with suggested or recommended
grade levels for juvenile readers~~~ (see Appendix B)
11. A sample of the checklist used in the analysis of the
books of fiction is also included. (see Appendix 0)
CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND OF JAPANESE LIFE AND CUSTOMS
AS FOUND IN FACTUAL MATERIALS
The ancestors of the modern Japanese were called Ain~i;
they came from many places. Others came from Korea, Northern
China, from the Philippines, and from Southern China.
Japanese are a mixture of Mongol and Malay, and they
look somewhat like the Chinese. They have yellowish skin,
straight black hair, dark eyes with slanting eyelids, and broad
prominent cheekbones. The men have heavier beards than the
Chinese. Japanese tend to be short and squat. Their legs are
usually short in proportion to their bodies, and many are bow
legged. Some scientists believe that the diet and way of living
have a great influence on the Japanese body structure. Their
legs are bowed because of the custom of sitting crosslegged on
the floor. Japanese who live abroad have straighter legs and
are taller.1- The average height of the men is five feet, three
and one-half inches, and the average height of the women is four
feet, ten and one-half inches.
Japanese are th±ifty, uncomplaining, and ambitious to
‘Wor’d Book Encyclopedia (Chicago: Field Enterprises,
Inc., 195k), Vàl. DC, 397k.
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learn. Yet, for generations few expected anything more than
hard work.’
Th~sical Features and ~limat~
Terra~.—-Japan covers an area of l~+2,338 square miles.
It is irregular and broken with many harbors.
Japanese islands are part of a great sunken mountain
range which circles the north of the Pacific Ocean. Seven-
eighths of the surface is covered with mountains. There are a
few broad plains on the islands. The Kwanto Plain starts at the
top of Tokyo Bay and extends almost across Honshu Islands. The
Kwansaj Plain in west central Honshu gives room for the great
cities of Osaki, Kobe, and Kyoto. Nagora is on the smaller Nogi
Plain. Most of Japan slopes from the sea to the hills, plateaus,
and high peaks.
The most important features of the islands are the
mountains. Among them are more than 500 volcanoes. About sixty
of these have been active within historic times.
Thousands of streams flow down the mountainsides, but
there are no large rivers. There are many lakes in Japan. Many
summer resorts are on the shor~of the lakes. There are also
many springs in all parts of Japan. On the islands of Shikoku,
there are several geysers and hot mud springs. Japan has a sea
of its own, the Inland Sea.2
3-Comi,to~’s Pictured EncycloDedja (Chicago: F. E. Compton.
Co., 1951+), Vol. VII, 311.
2World Book Encyclonedja (Chicago: Field Enterprises,
Inc., l95~, Vol. IX, 3972.
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The coast line of Japan is broken, and it has more than
l,~+00 harbors. It is also very long compared with the area of
the islands. There are 12,1±1+9 miles of shoreline in the islands.
As a result, no spot in Japan is more than a hundred miles from
the sea.1
Consequently, Japan is composed of four hundred islands,
largely of volcanic formation, with numerous high ranges and
more than two hundred volcanic peaks. About fifty of these are
active. The highest point in the islands is Fijiyarna, the
“sacred mountain” on. Honshu, the main island, which is nearly
12,500 feet.
Nat~ra1 resources.--Japan is very poor in natural re
sources. Its most precious possession is the soil. Mountains
take up so much area that only one acre in seven can be farmed.
The best farm land is in the river valleys. A great deal of
fertilizer must be used even for this land, for the best soil has
been used over and over again for hundreds of years of farming.2
Bamboo grows widely as far north as northern Honshu, and
the long poles are used to build houses. People and animals eat
the bamboo shoots. The leaves of the mulberry trees are used to
feed the silkworms. The famed Japanese cherry trees are plenti
ful, but they do not bear fruit.
Bo~ Encvclcpedia (Chicago: Field Enterprises,
Inc., l95~3, Vol. IX, 3973.
2Compton’s Pictured EncycloDedi, (Chicago: F. E. Compton
Co., 195’+), Vol. VII, 291+.
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The animal life of Japan is varied. The black bear,
monkey, martin, weasel, and many flying squirrels are found on
the main islands. Here are the fox and the badger, which are
characters in many Japanese tales: the fox was believed to be
messenger of the harvest god, and the badger was thought to be
mischief-maker. Japan’s richest resources in animal life are
the fish off the island’s shores. Their large numbers have made
fish one of the most important items in the Japanese diet. The
Japanese also harvest large amounts of seaweed for food and
medicine.
Japan has many mineral resources but not enough for its
industrial needs. Only coal, copper, gold, silver, and sulfur
are preserx~ in large quantities. Gold and sulfur are the only
minerals present in greater quantities than Japan needs for its
own uses. There is very little oil, and lead, zinc, salt, and
iron are far short of the country’s needs. It has a fair amount
of coal which is chiefly bituminous and of medium quality. About
two-thirds of it is in Kyushu, and one-third is in Hokkaido.
Special coking coals for industrial use must be imported. Japan
has no natural gas, nickel, aluminum, or magnesium.1
Climate.--The climate of Japan is influenced by the
ocean currents which flow near it and the winds that blow over
it. Two great ocean currents pass the Japanese coast. Kuroshio,
of the Black Current, starts north of the Philippines and flows
~Wor1d Book Encyclopedia (Chicago: Field Enterprises,
Inc., l95~+), Vol. IX, 3971+•
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north along the south and east coasts of Japan. It is a warm
current and makes southern Japan warm. East of Japan, this cur
rent meets the Kurile current from the cold waters of the Sea
Okhotsk and the Bering Sea. This current makes northern Japan
cold. Southern Kyushu is hot and damp. Hókkaido, to the north,
has very cold winters with heavy snow fail.
Central Japan, around Tokyo, is mild and seldom very
cold in winter; the snowfall is light. Here, the summers are
warm and the air is damp and muggy. The rainfall of Tokyo
averages 63 inches a year, and much rain falls during the summer.
Japan is in. the path of typhoons, the great windstorms
which start in the west Central Pacific. Several of these hit
Japan each year, and they do much damage.1
Governmen~
Japan was made a constitutional monarchy in 1889, under
the terms of a constitution proclaimed by Emperor Meiji. The
constitution could be amended by- the Diet, or legislature, acting
on the Imperial Order. It was never changed until World War II.
In l9~+6, under the direction of the Allies, the Japanese pre
pared a new constitution, completely democratic, which went into
effect on May 3, l9~+7.
Qld.svstem.——According to the old constitution, the
emperor was head of the state. He was said to be divine and to
~-World Book Enc~jop.edja (Chicago: Field Enterprises,
Inc., l95~+), Vol~ DC, 3973.
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be the state itself. Until 19~+5, Japanese school children were
taught that Emperor Hirohito was the 121+th direct descendent of
the Japanese Emperor Jimmu Tenno, who was supposed to have be
come Emperor in 660 B. C. There is doubt that the Imperial
family line has remained unbroken. There is even doubt that the
present imperial family is the authentic imperial family.1
Constitutional monarchy:
A. Executive Power
1. Emperor, assisted by cabinet




2. Imperial Diet (Composed of two houses)
(a) House of Peers (Male members of the Im
perial family, nobility, and distinguished
or educated persons nominated by the tax
payers)
(b) House of Representatives
C. Local Administration
1. Assemblies
2. Chief magistrates (Supervision mainly of fi
nancial matters)
3. Governors (Of Hokkaido, Chosen, Tawain, and Kara
futo. The country is divided into prefectures,
municipalities, counties, towns and villages).
+. Peerage (by rank)







New svstern.—-Government under the new Constitution gives
the emperor no authority. He remains a symbol of the state,
much like the king of England. Political power is in the hands
of the Prime Minister, who must be elected by the Japanese
Parliament, which is called the Diet, before he can be appointed
by the Emperor. The prime minister appoints a cabinet, whose
members run various departments of the government • If the prime
minister and cabinet lose confidence in the Diet, the cabinet
resigns, and a new prime minister and cabinet are appointed, or
the prime minister may call for a general election. The new
Japanese Diet is composed of two houses: House of Representatives
and House of Councillors. An independent system of courts,
headed by the Supreme Court of Japan, has been established under
the new constitution.
The consti;ution also provides for democratic local
government. Japan is divided into ~i-6 prefectures or ~kentt. The
people in the communities elect the local officials: governors,
mayors, et cetera.
a-Rand McNally. Worl~tla~ (Chicago: Rand McNally and
Co., No—date), p. 2~+2.
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All men, and women over twenty-five are permitted to
vote.’
The new constitution included a bill of rights which
provides equality of opportunity for the sexes. It provides or
protects the rights of workers. Many’ kinds of child labor are
prohibited.
Political yartie~.--The most important political parties
which developed early’ in the 1900’s were the “Minseito” and
“Seijukai.” Communism and socialism made some progress in the
1920’s. Both were controlled by family trusts. The Japanese
government declared them illegal and all were abolished in 1940.
The only party that remained was the “Imperial Rule Assistance
Association,t’ which upheld the policies of imperialism and state
control. After World War II, political parties reappeared~ the
most important group was made up of industrialists, or the family
trust, and prevented the growth of real democracy.
The first free Japanese elections were held in 1946.
The major political parties were the Liberals, Progressives,
Social Democrats, Co-operatives, Democrats, and the Communists.2
~ducat ipn
Early Japanese education, was founded in the Imperial
Rescript of the Emperor Mutcuhiti (Meiji) issued in 1890. This
1-Ibid., Vol. DC, 3984.
2World Book Encyc’opedia (Chicago: F. E. Compton Company,
1954), Vol. UI, 3~i.
decree was really the decree of nationalism, and it was read to
the children and they memorized it before they were fully able
to understand it:
Ye, our subjects, be filial to your parents, affectionate
to your brothers and sisters, as husbands and wives be har
monious, as friends true: bear yourselves in modesty and
moderation; extend your benevolence to all; pursue learning
and cultivate arts, and thereby develop intellectual facul
ties and perfect moral powers; furthermore, advance public
good and promote common interests, always respect the con
stitution and observe the laws; should emergency arise,
offer yourselves courageously to the State; and thus guard
and maintain the property of our Imperial throne coeval with
heaven and earth. So shall ye not only be our good and
faithful subjects, but rende1 illustrious the best tra
ditions of your forefathers.
children.—-Chjldren were taught by their parents to be
polite and to hide their feelings. They lived according to rule
almost from the time they were born. Long years of discipline
at home and at school, and rigid rules to live by deprived them
of many of the advantages enjoyed by American children. Girls
were taught to be good wives and mothers, and boys were taught
to be good husbands and brave soldiers.
Japanese children are required to attend school for at
least six years of elementary school. This education is free.
Boys and girls attend the same grade schools. The elementary
school student spends most of his time learning to read and
write because the Japanese language is so complicated. Japanese
literacy surpasses American literacy. Very few Japanese cannot
read and write. Ninety-nine per cent of the children attend
~-‘Compton’s Pictured Encyclopedia (Chicago: F. E. Compton
Company, l95~+), Vol. VII, 311.
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grade school. The school term is longer; moreover, there are
more school hours than in the United States.1
Middle school.--Boys and girls are separated in middle
school. The curriculum is much broader in high school. Students
are taught various subjects. Some of them are: ethics, litera
ture, language, history, agriculture, and business. Vocational
and technical training are offered.
Fees are charged for training in middle school. Due to
this fact, many cannot get a middle-school or high-school educa
tion. Consequently, many students go to work after they complete
grade school. Education is compulsory from six to fourteen years
of age.
Higher educa~j~.——The largest universities are govern
ment owned. These are the Imperial Universities: Tokyo, Kyoto,
Tohoku, Kyushu, and Hokkiado. Many of the higher schools were
started by foreign teachers. Englishmen built Doshisha Uni
versity in Kyoto.2
Religion
Various religious beliefs have influenced Japanese life
and thought for centuries. Traditional legends and mythology
were included in religious beliefs and customs that were
1Comp~on~s Pictured Encyclopedia (Chicago: F. E. Compton
Company, 195k), Vol. VII, 311.
2World Book Encyc~opedjp (Chicago: Field Enterprises,
Inc., 195k), Vol. IX, 397k.
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practiced in the many islands.
Five major religions have influenced Japanese life and
thought: Shintoism, Buddhism, Confucianism, Taoism, and Christi
anity.
Shintoisrn.—-For centuries, Shinto was the official state
religion in Japan. Since World War II, it is no longer the most
important religion. The falsity of these beliefs were proclaimed
by Emperor Hirohito in l9~46. This religion exists now as merely
a personal belief. It was a worship of Japan itself, in addition
to this, it combined ancestor worship and nature worship. There
are Shinto gods and goddesses of the sky, earth, plants, mountains,
rocks, water, springs, rivers, seas; of fertility, growth, and
various other mysterious appearances in the environment.1
The followers of this religion believed that all Japanese
were descendents of the Sun goddess, Amaterasu, and belonged to
one family headed by the Emperor. Observers of Shinto rites
could also accept other religions. In 1867, this religion be
came dominant under the imperial power of Emperor Meiji.
Shinto shrines were found in every home where ancestors
and native gods worshipped. Other Shinto shrines were simple
white buildings dedicated to the Sun goddess. They included her
symbols: a mirror, a sword, and a jewel.2
~ddhism.-—As early as 552 A. D., Buddhism was introduced
1Encyclotedja Britannica (Chicago: Encyclopedia Britan
nica, Inc., 1951), Vol. )DC, 5O~.
2Compton’s Pictured Encyclotedia (Chicago: F. E. Compton
Company, l9~), Vol. VII, 311.
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into Japan. This type of religious belief came from Korea and
China. In 6O~+, Prince Shotoku published a code of behavior, and
as a result, Buddhism became the second most important religion.
Millions of Buddhists continued to observe Shinto rites. The
majority of the homes have shrines of both Buddha and Shinto.
Buddhism became a monastic system and presided over a pantheon.
(All the gods of a people collectively). “Zen,” “Fodo,” “Shin,”
and “Nichiren” are names of Buddhist sects which originated. At
Kamaukra, there Is a famous giant statue of Buddha called
1Diabutsu.
Confucianism.—-.From 206 B. C. to A. D. 221, the Han
dynasty formulated a religious system based on the teachings of
the Chinese classics, upon cosmology, the social order, govern
ment, morals and ethics. Confucius, a famous sage of China was
the transmitter, not the founder, of the teachings of antiquity,
and the editor of some classics. He established a school, where
he taught elements of learning, principles of right conduct, and
government modeled upon that of the patriarchial family, headed
by the emperor, who was considered appointed from Heaven. A
government by men rather than laws. He taught obedience and
loyalty to authority.
The moral system originated from the axiom that all men
are by nature good. As an ethical system, Confucianism was a
mixture of ancestor worship and nature worship.
The great sacrifices, namely: heaven, earth, the imperial
‘World Book Encyclopedia (Chicago: F. B. Compton Com
pany, 195’+), Vol. VII, 311.
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ancestors, and the gods of the grain and of the ground; the
middle sacrifices, the sun, moon, certain cultural heroes in
cluding Confucius and nature gods; the general sacrifices, per
formed entirely by the officials, including cultural heroes,
nature gods and departmental deities. To the people were left
their ancestors and gods approved by the state. The Emperor, as
high priest of the nation, worshipped heaven at the winter sol
stice and earth at the summer solstice.’ (~Winter solstice —
December 22nd, and summer solstice, about June 22nd in the
northern hemisphere).
Taoism.--Thjs religion became prominent under the Han
dynasty (206 B. C. - A. D. 220). Early mystics sought longevity
and future life in the Taoist paradise. They practiced breathing
and abstaining from food.
Numerous sects were started: sane compounded the elixir
of life and visited the Isles of the Immortals. There were other
sects that practiced fortune telling. Chang Tao—Ling established
a church, and a monastic system was adopted in 1016.
Christjanj~.—-~hj5 religion was carried to Japan in the
1500’s. It became important in southern Japan at that time.
Christianity was forbidden when the government ordered all
foreigners to leave Japan in 1637, and all foreign influences
were wiped out near the end of the 1600’s. Thousands of Christi
ans were killed. Some continued to practice their religion in
the vicinity of Nagasaki.
‘Ibid., Vol. XX, 236.
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Religious freedom was restored in the 1870’s. Several
thousand still clung to the belief. Today there are more than
2,000 Christian churches in Japan, and over 350,000 Christians.1
Pearl Buck’s The Young Revolutionist gives an account of
how the Japanese were aided by Jkmerican missionaries, who de
voted their lives to the welfare of the humble people.
~Lvtho1ogy.--Japanese people believed in evil spirits,
dragons, false gods of nature, and animals. Their traditional
religious beliefs encouraged them to worship nature, and animals.
Many legends and fables are related to these beliefs. Super
stitions influenced the morals and life of the Japanese for
centuries, for an example, little girls feet were painfully bound
so that they would not grow large. Some of the older beliefs
have been discarded, but many of the people still believe in
magic, ghosts, and goblins, although new habits and customs have
been adopted.2
Marriage Cuatoms
Traditional.--The Japanese traditionally believed that
the chief duty of women was to marry and bear children. Mar
riages were usually arranged by the family, and the girl had
little to say about the choice of a husband. ~ woman obeyed her
parents until marriage, and then she obeyed her husband and his
____ Vol. VII, 3982.
2Compton’s Pictured Encvcloped~ (Chicago: F. E. Compton
Company, l951f), Vol. VII, 311.
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parents. If her husband died, she obeyed her sons.
Girls sometimes worked until they had saved money enough
for a dowry. As a general custom, all the wife’s earnings and
any property that she had owned or inherited belonged to the
husband. The wife, however, had a great deal to say about the
management of the household. Invariably, the women were thrifty.
The Japanese idea that money should be held in contempt led the
husband to turn over his wages to his wife and allowed her to do
the family buying.1
Patriarchial leadership of families and female subordi
nations to t~ male was a national law and accepted social usage.
Lives were run according to strict rules of etiquette. Cere
monies were made doing the simplest things of life. Women were
taught to control feelings or emotions. They laughed with friends,
but never considered it fitting or proper to sho* their emotions
in public. Women were loving respectful servants of their hus
bands. Widows were cared for and supported by their husbands’
families 2
Marriage was primarily a social and economic relationship
between two families. It was customary to arrange a “chance
meeting” between the two principals, if there were no objections,
further negotiations were undertaken. A go—between made a care
ful investigation of social background before the wedding was
3-Ibid., Vol. VII, 311.
2World Book Encyclopedia (Chicago: Field Enterprises,
Inc., l95~+), Vol. IX, 397)+.
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arranged, and a compensation was paid the go—between from both
families. If there was any objection from either side, the en
gagement was cancelled before it became a public knowledge.
Older women made marriage preparations plus caring for informal
education of the children. The groom’s family prepared the home,
and the bride’s family the wedding clothes.
Two banquets were arranged: the first was given at the
bride’s family home, and the second was given at the groom’s
family home. The purpose of the banquets was to introduce the
bride to the village. A few days after the ceremony, the bride
and groom bore gifts to the ~O-be—tween.1-
Moder~.—-More modern marriage customs have become ef
fective since World War II. Present day marriages are based upon
democratic principles. There has been an increase in the number
of marriages which result from free choice on the part of the
individuals concerned and the go-be-tween is sometimes used as a
matter of form.
Habits and customs of marriage are similar to those of
the western world since American occupation in l9~+9. Women are
no longer subordinate to men, in fact, they have been given
equality of rights the same as those of the male. Political
power has been extended them. Today Japanese women vote and dis
cuss political problems.
Women are trained for many jobs and professions, so that
they can independently support themselves. Widows are free to
3-Affiericana Encyclopedia (New York: Americana Corporation,
1953), Vol. XV,627.
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live their lives as they desire without obedience to their hus
band’s families.
Holidays and Festivals
Everyone looks forward tofestjvals in Japan. They cele—
brave many holidays and festivals that are a part of their re
ligious ceremonies. Thirteen great festivals were observed in
relationship to the Shinto religion. Seven small festivals of the
Shinto year were made national holidays.
Natjonal.--There are now seven legal or national festivals
of the state, as specifically designated on March )f~ l9~+7. First,
an ancestor worship,.on January 3, of each year, of the founders
of the nation; second, a festival of the vernal equinox; third, a
worship of the first emperor in April; fourth, a festival of au
tumnal equinox; fifth, a harvest Thanksgiving festival in November;
sixth, the presentation of first—fruits to the gods in October,
and seventh, the worship of the reigning emperor at the end of
December.
Each of these festivals was observed and commemorated at
the imperial court, at the shrines, and in the schools. These
legal holidays can continue to be celebrated without religious
significance, that is, if. Shinto is disestablished.’
There are several great holidays when the flag of the
Rising Sun waves before nearly every house. The Four Great Holi
days are: Kigensetsu (February 1st), Anniversary of the accession
1D C. Hoitom. MOdern Japan arid Shin~o Nationalism (Chi
cago: The University of Chicago Press, l9~+7), p. 208.
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of the traditional Emperor Jimmu, first traditional emperor of
Japan; Meijisetsu (November 3rd), Anniversary of the birth of
Emperor Meiji; the birthday of the reigning emperor, and New Year
is the favorite celebration. The people pay up their debts, clean
houses although they might be spotless. Rice cakes and sweet
meats are served. Girls play the traditional game of “battle
dore” and “shuttlecock.” The boys spin tops or fly kites. The
family plays cards and chess, or writes New Year’s poems.1
Rej~jgious.——The Shinto festivals that were previously
mentioned as national holidays have religious significance as
long as Shintoism is practiced.
In. reference to the emperor, there were ceremonies of
kingship or enthronement ceremonies.
Religious ceremonies begin a few days after birth, and
various religious festivals were observed. The “Honorable
Seventh Night”; the naming of the baby; “The first Eating”; The
first eating with chopsticks; “Growing Up Festivals”; the child
is taken to the shrine to celebrate its growing up at the ages of
three, five, and seven.2
Other.--There are numerous other festivals, among them
are: (March 3rd) Colorful Doll’s Festival; sometimes called
Peach Blossom Festival. Then, girls are reminded that they must
always be peaceful and gentle like peach blossoms. Children
1QomDton’sPictured Encyclopedia (Chicago: F. E. Compton,
l95~+), Vol. VIII, 311.
____ Vol. VIII, 313—1~+.
2~+
visit from house to house to observe displays of dolls that are
displayed on the shelves of “honorable recess” which represents
a corner in each house. Dolls for generations were displayed.
Toy trees and lanterns brighten the shelves. Trays and baskets
of sweets are offered to visitors.
The Boys’ Festival is observed on May 5th. Every family
which has sons sets up a long pole in the garden or on the roof
and flies from it paper fish (carp) for the boys. The largest
fish honors the eldest son, and might be as much as fifteen feet
long. The smallest fish represents the baby son.
It is celebrated for the purpose of impressing the boys
with the importance of bravery and devotion to Japan. Shelves
are set up with figures in dress of ancient miniature armor.
Boys are desired to be strong like the carp fish.
“Cherry Blossom Viewing” occurs in April when the families
go on picnics and spend the day admiring fl~ers. The Emperor
gives a garden party then, and also in autumn at the blooming of
the Chrysanthemums, the flower of the imperial crest. Girls
learn traditional flower arrangement (ikebana), striving to make
blossoms and twigs look as if they were growing naturally.
“Moonviewing Parties” occur in autumn.’
Art and Architecture
&~.——The Japanese are great lovers of beauty. This
love of beauty is expressed in poetry and drama, in painting and
~-Comptori’s Pictured EncycloDedia. Chicago: F. E. Compton
Company, 190f),Voi. VII, 31T+• -
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sculpture, and in the making of porcelain. Most of the early
art was patterned after Chinese art. Later, the art was somewhat
like that of Western countries, but always reflected Japanese
thought and feeling.
Chinese artists were the first to introduce painting to
Japan. The process for world famous Japanese prints also came
from China. Kiyonobu (1661i--l729) made the form of wood engravings
popular with colored pictures of famous actors and theater scenes.
The traditional forms of art and architecture followed
in painting, sculpture, pottery, and metal work are based on the
older art of the Chinese and Koreans. Japanese are not slavish
imitators; they have stamped their paintings with unique delicacy,
charm, and imaginative quality. Skilled craftsmen’s items are
valued for graceful design and exquisite detail.
Ivory carvings, jewelry, pottery and porcelain, textiles
and embroideries, interior decoration, flower arrangement,
paintings, and Japanese gardens are some of the art forms. Flower
arrangement is taught as one of the arts and much time is spent
in learning to twist, bend, and clip each blossom and twig to
look as if it were actually growing. Miniature landscape
gardens and pictures out of smooth white sand and tiny stones on
lacquer trays help to develop a feeling for design. .~rtisan and
artist work with patience, care and skill. Exquisite results are
1-World Book EncvcloDedia (Chicago: Field Enterprises, Inc.,
l95’+), Vol. DC, 3980.
2Comp~or~’s Pictured Encyclopedia (Chicago: F. E. Compton
Company, l95~), Vol. VII, 316.
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produced in pottery, cloisonne, damascene, ivory, bronze, and
lacquer. Satsuma ware was discovered by Prince of Satsuma in
1598 and was in his honor.
Wood carver’s art of Nara and Kyoto, are fine examples
of ancient wood carvers art in the form of images believed to
date from the sixth and seventh century A. D. At the end of the
sixteenth century, there was a new development of wood cutting
in carved decorations of temples, colored in gold verinillion,
the favorite Buddhist colors. The carvings represent flowers,
birds, angels, and dragons. These appear on pillars, gateways,
ceilings and palisades.
One of the finest gems of carver’s skill is the “nessuke”,
a little figure designed to fasten the cord on a gentleman’s
sash or on the string of his tobacco pouch.
“The great Buddha” is the most notable piece of bronze
sculpture in Japan. Bronze casting and metal work represent some
of the best metal work.
Color printing influences western art; a separate wood
block is made for each color. A drawing is pasted on the block
and the wood is cut between the lines. The greatest triumphs of
color came during the eighteenth and the nineteenth centures.
These collections of the great masters, Utamaro, Tokokuni, Hiro
shige, and Hokusai had considerable influence upon the artists
of the West.1
~-Conrnton’s Pictured Encvcic~.pedia (Chicago: F. E. Compton
Company, 195k), Vol. VII, 320-322.
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Architecture
Public building~.--Some of the various public buildings
are feudal castles, public bath houses, temples, palaces, tea
houses and restauran;s, theaters, railway stations, and the
monasteries. The old style of architecture for buildings and
houses was called “gangen” or “yatsumuna.”
A Japanese inn or tea house was similar to a home because
the traveler stopped to lodge, as they do in a hotel. These were
finished in natural wood, and the walls consisted of wide sliding
paper panels. There, one could bathe, dine, and rest. Maids
served and assisted the guest.1
The architecture of castles was dis~inct from the temples
and common houses. One example, is the Golden Pavilion at the
Kyoto; it was square and the second story was encrusted with gold
leaf. The roof had an up-curving sweep that characterizes temples.
The thirteenth and fourteenth century rulers lived in s~rongho1ds•
built on solid rock with barred windows and tile plaster walls.
Copper dragons guarded the cornices and the interiors which were
lavishly decorated with paintings and lacquer.2
Temples.—-The earliest 3hinto temple was simple; later
ornamentation was increased. The seventeenth century temples
‘Mildred Houghton Comfort. Peter and Nancy in Asia
(Chicago: Beckley—Cardy Co., 1937), pp. 259—261.
2Compton’s Pictured Encyclopedia (Chicago: F. E. Compton
Company, 195k), Vol. VII, 320-322.
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were resplendent with red lacquer and gold, and beautif~ de
signs were chiseled in the gateways. Paintings and carvings
were in the interiors.
The oldest type is the “O—yashir&’, the prototype which
is a shrine.
Early Chinese influence showed temples with elaborate
detail and a curve was given to gable roofs. A second influence
is shown in the “zen” style which included interiors which were
either plain or colored with utmost simplicity.1
Temples were built for the purpose of worship. Statues,
shrines or gods were located in the interior. Writing or scrolls
of wise counsel were found in Confucian Temples instead of
statues.
There were several temples in the woods nearby. To come
upon a marvelous temple, built of red with gold filigree,
the gates guarded by monsters with blue and green manes,
seemed almost magical. The carved lacquered wood often
looked as though ~t were jeweled. Everywhere appeared the
legendary dragon.
Houses.—-The traditional house is one story and wooden.
The doors and windows are sliding paper screens. Most of the
homes have a nook in the wall where flowers are kept. Roof tops
are gray tile or thatch. At night, the house is closely shuttered
by wooden panels running in grooves on the outside.
The houses are simple and fragile of structure; this
3-Brjtannjca Encvc1opedi~ (Chicago: Encyclopedia Britan
nica Company, 1951), Vol. XIII, 95)+• ~
2Mildred H. Comfort. Peter and Nancy in Asia (Chicago:
Beckley-Cardy Company, 1937), pp. 255—277.
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lightness of structure is in part of a precaution against earth
quakes. At the first sign of disturbance, the light walls can
be removed from their grooves~ and. all the family’s light be
longings taken out in the open. Thatched roofs were an added ad
vantage to the poor. Wealthy families had tile roofs, and thIs
type of roof has increased earthquake casualties.. Fragile wooden
houses have verandas, where everyone removes shoes before en
tering the house. The walls are of rice paper, held by light
lattice work, and are set in grooves so that they can slide back
and forth. Heavier wooden or glass sliding panels outside the
paper walls close the house at night or in stormy weather.
There are no bedrooms or dining rooms in the traditional
houses, but simply a series of square rooms divided by sliding
screens. Floors are covered by straw mats. At night the bedding
is taken from the closets and spread on the floor. At mealtime,
tiny tables are brought in arid set before the guests as they si~
on bright cushions placed on the clean, mat covered floor.1
Bridges and arche~.--4rches and bridges were found in
most gardens. These lovely gardens were hidden from the street
and were entered through unimposing gateways. There, one found
vistas of grass and flowers, odd—shaped dwarf trees, streams with
arched bridges above them, and a little thatched roof teahouse
along a winding path.
“Toni” were votive offerings to the divinity, and
~-Compton’sPic~ured Encyclopedia (Chicago: F. E. Compton
Company, 195k), Vol. VII, 316—319.
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sometimes a long series of them led to the temple and gave the
effect of a pergola. “Pergolas are literally an arbor or bower,
which is a trellis, balcony or raised stand.”1
Japanese people constructed and designed very artistic
bridges. Some were strong and durable; others were fragile,
small or narrow. Numerous bridges had to be crossed in order to
reach any place in Japan. They are in gardens of public buildings
or private homes, and lead to the temples of worship, or connect
paths and roads. They cross rivers and streams. The following
passage is a description of a bridge.
The famous Red Lacquer Bridge across the chasm of the
whirling river fascinated the children. In the morning
light it looked very lovely. It was finished with red lacquer
and gold, with ornaments of chisled brass~ The bridge was
used only by the emperor and the priests.
This bridge was dedicated to Saint Shodo, the founder of
the monastery of the Four Dragons.
• ~ther.--Severa1 other types of architecture may be in—
dicated: namely, gates, pagodas (towers with each story marked by
a flared roof), summer houses (located in gardens), roadside
shrines, windmills, the alcoves or “honorable recesse,” and
fences.
Q~utations an~._ Industri~
Occupation means one’s regular, or principal, or immediate
~-Compton’s Pictured. Encyclopedia (Chicago: F. E. Compton
Company, l95~-), Vol. VII, 316.
2Mildred H. Comfort Peter and Nancy in Asia (Chicago:
Beckley-Cardy Company, 19373, p. 269.
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business. Industry means a special branch of a productive work
or useful labor in general.
Major occuPations.—-Farming, fishing, and the culture of
silk worms.
Minor occiipa;ipri~.--Catt1e raising, weaving, making
pottery, forest conservation, factory and shop work, and street
peddling.
These occupations are considered industries when they are
pursued on a broader system. Carpentry and teaching furnished a
livelihood for many people.1
The common people work hard in Japan, whether farmer, or
city factory or shop worker. Everyone works: men, women, and
children. Nearly half of the working populations are farmers.
They work long hours to make each acre produce. Two thirds of
the farmers have only about two and a half acres each. Many
farmers grow silk; silk is derived from the mulberry trees where
the cocoons of silk worms are found. Fishing is second to agri
culture. Forestry is one of the chief occupations. Shipbuilding
furnishes work for the common class. Mining furnishes a liveli
hood for many people.
Major iridustries.——Agriculture, fishing, stock—raising,
ship building, textiles, forestry and mining gold, silver, copper,
lead, and crude oil; these consti~u;e the major Japanese industries.
Minor industrie~.--These include silk worm culture and
‘Britannica Encyc1o~edia (Chicago: Encyclopedia Britan
nica Company, 1950), Vol. XII, 900.
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silk making, drugs, cigarettes, mining of coal, and the making
of liquor called “sake.”
Since World War II, ship building has become a limited
industry. Aircraft factories, tool industries, iron and steel
industries have become more prominent. The chemical industry
has become outstanding; it includes: medicines, sulfuric acid,
dyestuffs, paints, soap, celluloid, rayon, and pepper. Factories
produce and export large quantities of toys.
Many industrial plants were wrecked between 191+1 and
191+5.
Factory work furnishes seasonal labor for many Japanese.1
They work long hours, twelve or more daily, and only rest two
days in a month. The textile mills are found in towns and
cities,
Food
Resources,--The food products in Japan are rice, tea,
cereals, wheat, vegetables, fruits, sugar, and fish. Farmers
also raise chickens and cattle.
?ie~.——The Japanese diet is very simple. Rice is the
most important part of the meal, and most Japanese eat three or
four bowls of it at a sitting. Rice can be eaten in many forms
because cakes and other dainties are made from it. Besides rice,
they eat much fresh and salted fish, which they often eat raw.
½orld Book Encyclopedia (Chicago: Field Enterprises,
Inc., 1951+), Vol. It., 3975.
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Most green vegetables are eaten pickeled. Many kinds of pickles
are made, such as, pickled plums, peaches, and other fruits, as
well as pickejed egg plants. Stew is made from vegetables cut
into blocks. “Hot oden,” salted vegetables on bamboo sticks are
a delicacy. Sweet potatoes are an important part of the diet,
as well as soybeans and seaweed. Very little meat is eaten,
since it is scarce and expensive. Customarily, no sugar or milk
is served in the tea. Tiny, gay colored cups are used for tea
service 1
The Japanese are as interested in how their food looks
as they are in how it tastes. Meals are served on lacquered
trays in many pretty, tiny bowls. Food is arranged with an eye
to color. They eat their meals with chop-sticks, but in the
cities many also eat with a knife and fork. Soup, cakes, candy,
and wine are also included in the main diet of the people.2
~1othing and Cost~
~raditiona1.--The “Kimono” is the customary traditional
style of dress. It is a long loose robe of cotton or silk, tied
about the waist with an “obi” or sash which has a large bow in
the back. The sleeves are large and loose. Male and female wore
this type of dress. Man and boys wore kimonos similar to long
gowns. They wear ceremonial robes. Boys and men usually wore
1-World Book Encyc~opedia (Chicago: Field Enterprises,
Inc., l95~+), Vol. IX, 3975~.
2lbid., Vol. IX, 3975.
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brown and black kimonos when they were at home. Farmers and
poor workers wore tight pants and short jackets. Boys wore little
round caps with little red silk buttons on top. Sometimes light
checkered kimonos are worn during the summer. The men and boys
wore “geta”, or wooden sandals, built on two or three-inch high
blocks. Boys wore dark blue suits to school, and dark colored
caps as their uniform.
Women and girls wore the bright colored flowered-designed
kimonos. They were in traditional prints. The female wore a
wide sash, or “obi.” Girls wore middy blouse suits to school.
This was the customary school uniform. They did not wear caps or
hats. They wore sandals of straw or wooden “geta” or clogs on
their feet. Rain shoes, female as well as male, are the wooden
thin blocks about two or three inches high. Girls were very
careful about their hair arrangement. Girls and women usually
had a hairdresser. Gay colored parasols of oil paper or silk
were a part of the out-of-door attire. Fans were decoratively
hand painted.1
Modern.-—The Japanese male now has adopted the western
style of dress. Suits of clothing (pants and coat), as well as
leather shoes are worn on the street. The traditional robe or
kimono still is worn at home. Men wear hats also. Boys and men
wear their hair cut short.
Japanese women have worn western style dresses and shoes
since the 1920’s. During World War II, a new style dress called
1Frank G. Carpenter, Around t~he Wo~1d with children (New
York: American Book Company, 1935), pp. ~÷7-~+8.
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“mompei”, became a national garb for women. It is a one piece
garment with long legs which are fastened tightly around the
ankles.
Girls and women wear their hair bobbed or cut.
Kimonos are still worn by the Japanese female, and light
weight sandals of woven straw. Short white socks with soles are
worn at home.1
Trans Dortatiçfl
~ilwa~.—-Japanese passenger trains are very comfortable.
They include pullman and dining cars, and there are modern ex
press trains.2 Two thirds of the fifteen thousand miles of rail
road is owned by the state.
VLehicles.——Vehjcles here means, “that on which anything
is carried,” according to Th~J~ev~ c~~a1 Standard~
Traditionally, people of lesser rank rode in open palan
quins, slung from a pole, and drawn by two men. ttJinrikshas~t are
two-wheeled vehicles drawn by one or two men. Wealthy people had
curtains on their palanquins and could pull them shut whenever
they rode in them. Elaborate carriages drawn by oxen transported
the wealthy or high officials. The poor people rode ox carriages.
Bicycles are commonly used in Japan, because there are
many narrow, tree bordered lanes.
Carts and wagons drawn by a buffalo, ox, or donkey were
i-World BOok Encyclopedia (Chicago: Field Enterprises, Inc.,
1951+), Vol. I, 3975.
2Elinor Heydrick, Kites and Kimonos (New York: Macmillan
Co., 1938), pp. 227-232.
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used by the poorer class of people.
M~tor.--Automobj1es are numerous in modern Japan. Busses
and street cars transport people in the cities and larger towns.
Airplanes.--Airplanes are the best means of transporta
tion where there are mountains and straits.1
Maritime.——Boats, sailing vessels or motor boats, and
ships are a very suitable form of transportation for the many
islands of Japan. Lakes, streams, rivers, and bays make this
type of travel essential at all times. Flat-bottomed boats are
used for inland transportation.
The shipping of Japan has been reduced since World War II.
Ferry-boats are still used to travel from one island to another.2
Pther.—-People traveled on horse back or on foot for
short distances.3
~mrnunicat ion
TeleDhone and teiegrapb.——In the larger cities of Japan,
there is an acequate communication system. The government or
state owns these media. Modern Japan has office buildings built
according to western architecture to house communication media.
Radio.——Japanese people have radios in their homes like
Americans. Boys have learned to make radios, as a result of their
scientific training in school. Broadcasting stations are located
~-Comgton’s Pictured EncycloDedja (Chicago: F. E. Coinpton
Company, l95~+), Vol. VII, 3O3—3O~+. -
2lbid., Vol. VII, 303—30)+.
3lbid.
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in cities and towns.
Tabashi, a school boy in Tokyo reveals modern use of the
radio in schools:
We listened to the radio today for our music lesson. I
like that better than the phonograph. I wish we had a radio
at home. Then we could have music any time we wanted it.~
NewsDaDer~.--Prevjous to World War II, the government
owned all of the newspapers, and the press did not always exist
under Imperialistic rule. Since World War II, the government no
longer controls the press. Japan has an allied directive ordered
free press • The 11Asahi,” “Mainichi,~’ and the “Yomiuri” are the
most important newspapers there.2
Postal service.—-Japan has a very efficient postal service.
It is quick and adequate for mail can be transported on express
trains and by airplane.
Other.—-There are other types or means of communication,
traditional and modern, that were used in Japan.
Some traditional ones were: Castle bells, temple bells,
sacred books, drums, and fires (on hilltops) were a means of
warning, signaling, or forms of communication used by ancient
peoples and natives. Stick rapping was a way to call servants.
Today, magazines, books, phonographs, lectures, bulletin
board displays, letters, and television have been added.
3-Elinor Heydrick, Kites ni Kimonos. (New York: Macmillan,
1938), p. 39. ~
2World Book EncycloDedia (Chicago: Field Enterprises,
Inc., l95~+), Vol. IX,3978.
CHAPTER III
CHARACTERISTICS OF JAPANESE LIFE AND CUSTOMS AS
FOUND IN SELECTED BOOKS OF JUVENILE FICTION
AND COMPARED WITH FACTUAL MATERIALS
An analysis has been made of the individual characteris
tics of Japanese life and customs as portrayed in 18 selected
books of juvenile fiction published in the United States from
1912 to l95~-’-. The books included in this study cover grade
levels one through 12. An accurate and realistic portrayal of
12 characteristics of Japanese life and customs as set forth in
the checklist has been found in the 18 books of fiction recom
mended for children.
Checklists of the 18 books summarized in 12 tables give
realistic descriptions of the characteristics of Japanese social
life and customs. An analysis has been made of individual
characteristics, which are summarized in each table. In order
to be more specific, the number of distinctive features found in
each book of fiction has been evaluated, and the total number of
items portrayed under each analysis has been summarized.
Phv~ical Features and climate
These features represent three phases: terrain, natural
resources and climate (see Table 1). The appraisal reveals
that )+5 descriptions of physical features were found in 17 of
the 18 selected books of juvenile fiction. Terrain was found
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to have 15 representations: they were appraised as eight ex
cellent, six good, one fair, and none poor. Natural resources
were emphasized 15 times: they were evaluated as one excellent,
10 good, three fair, and one poor. Climate has 15 portrayals:
seven are excellent, four good, four fair, and none poor.
Thirteen of the 17 books realistically describe all three
of the features: terrain, natural resources and climate. These
books are: Th~ Big Wave, The patriot, The Young ~evo1utionist,
The Cricket and, the Emperor’s Sofl, ~ ~reasure Flower, Midd~ç
~i~aven, The Vilia~p Tree, ~c,~o’s Wonderful Kite, Venture in the
East, Desert Harvest, The Japanese Tw~2, and In Kimono Land.
Two of the 17 books describe only two features: Juan of Manila
and Fuijo describe terrain and natural resources. Two books
describe only one feature: The Cat Who Went to Heaven describes
natural resources, and The Moved 0uter~ depicts climate.
The Bi~ Wa~ provides an excellent portrayal of terrain
and climate. An accurate description of terrain includes moun
tains, hills, valleys, islands, bays, caves, stones, pebbles,
and the ocean. The main theme of the book describes a typhoon
or tidal wave which destroys an entire village. Hurricanes,
strong winds, storms, and the volcano Fuji provide a realistic
picture of climate in Japan. Various types of trees and animals
described provide a desirable representation of natural resources.
Desert Harvest gives an excellent portrayal of terrain
and climate. The earth and the soil are discussed throughout
the book. Taro, a Japanese boy, provides an excellent description
of climate as he tells Uncle Kato of a storm which occurred in
his homeland Japan:
‘A truly terrible storm it was,’ continued Taro. ‘After
the Big Wind came one of the Big Waves. And the fishing
village - the one we look down upon frctn our land - was no
where to be seen when the clouds cleared. Vanished com
pletely, into the sea, and everyone with it. All around
there was much damage, and afterwards we spent many days
building roads. . . .‘~-
The Patriot describes various natural resources, such as bamboo
and cherry trees, azaleas and chrysanthemums, fish, silver, por
celain, ivory and bronze.
The Cricket and the Emperor’s S~ describes several
natural resources: trees, especially pine and mulberry, the
silkworm, precious ebony, jade, ivory, animals, and the soil,
one of Japan’s most precious and valuable resources.
~pvernme~
Three phases of government are characterized: old system,
new system, and political parties. The evaluation indicates
that 22 features are represented in 12 of the 18 books of fiction
(see Table 2). The old system has 10 representations: three
excellent, three good and three fair, and none poor. The new
system has nine descriptions: three excellent, three good, three
fair, and none poor. Political parties are represented with
three good descriptions and none excellent, faIr, or poor.
Of the 22 characteristics represented in the 12 books of
fiction all three features are portrayed in three books: The
Patriot, The Young Revolutionist, and Ter~. Four books portray
1Vanya Oakes, ~ert~ Harvest (Philadelphia: The John C.
Winston Company, 1953), p. 13.
two features, old system and new system of government; these are:
Treasure Flower, Middle Heav~n, Moved Outers, and Desert Harve~.
Five books describe only one feature: The Cricket and the Em—
~eror’s Son, In Kimono ~and, and Venture in the East describe
the old system of government, and Juan of Manila and Tradit~
portray the new system of government.
It is interesting to note that political parties are
portrayed in only three books, and these describe all features
of government: Tiie Patri~j, The Young Revolutionist and Teru.
Thus, with description given in only three of the 12 books,
political parties are the least representative of the books of
fiction. The old system of government is the most representative
with descriptions found in 12 books. The Patriot, The Young
Revolutionist, ~ru, and Middle Heavefl are the most descriptive
of these. In Kimono Land is the least descriptive.
Traditional government is described in The Cricket and
the Emperor’s Son. The old constitutional monarchy which in
cluded the Emperor and the Empress is portrayed. The following
examples were also given: the prime minister, diamio and tax
gatherers, chancellors, governors, princes and princesses which
were included in the rank of peerage, noblemen, and warriors of
the Samurai.
In this book, Cricket’s stories from his magic scroll
cured the Emperor’s son of an illness, and he was rewarded for
his kind deed.
ANALYSIS OF PHYSICAL FEATURES AND CLIMATE
-
~ Natu~alBooks ~Terrajn ~esources ~1imate
Author Title ~Eva]4 atiori Eva1u~ tion Evalueijon
1. Buck The Big Wave X X X 3
2. Buck The Patriot X X X 3
3. Buck The Young Revolution
ist x x x
I. Coatsworth The Cat Who Went to
Heaven X 1
5. Coatsworth The Cricket • • • X X X 3
6. C±~eekmore Fujio X X 2
7. Crockett Teru x X 3
8. Gaines Treasure Flower X X X 3
9. Gardner Middle Heaven x x x 3
10. Iwamatsu The Village Tree X X X 3
11. Johnson Gozo’s Wonderful Kite X X X 3
12. Lancaster Venture in the East X X X 3
13. McSwigan Juan of Manila x x 2
i’+. Means The Moved Outers X 1
15. Oakes Desert Harvest x X X 3
16. Perkins The Japanese Twins X X X 3
17. Yule In~ Kimono Land — — —
Total 01681 31010 ~f~f7Ii~5
Evaluation: 1 - Poor, 2 - Fair, 3 - Good, ~+ - Excellent
TABLE 2
ANALYSIS OF GOVERNMENT
Gardner Middle HeavAn x 2~ c~
- —-
~ Political~jd Svs;em - New Svs tern - Parties —
. - Books ~va) ual ion Evaluation Eva1u~on
~Author Title 4 - 1 2 j_ if 1 2 1r
Buck The Patriot -~ -- — — X --
2. Buck The Young Revo
lut ioniSt — — —~ - 3
3.Coats- -
worth The Cricket . . . — —
~ Crôcket~ Te~u - — — — — — —i-- — —
5~ Emery Tradjtjon — — — -- —
6. Gaines — Treasure Flower - — — — — — 2
7
~. Lancast- ------~---- — —_
er - Venture in the East — — - -~ - —
McSwjgan Juan pf Ma~j~ — — — - —
lO~ Means The Moved Oute rs — — X — 2
11. Oakej Desert Harvest - — — ——
12. Yule - ThKimo~oLand X —— l_
Tot a~ - 1 5 - ~0 3 ~i 3 ~ 0 ~ - 22
Evaluation: 1 - Poor, 2 - Fair, 3 - Good, 1f - Excellent
If
The Emperor and the feudal lords are realistically
portrayed in Teru. It describes the old government rule which
was practiced before the new type of government was adopted.
It is representative of the prefecture of Chiba, which was
ruled or governed by traditional local administration.
The new system of government is portrayed in Midd~
Heaven. Tomo was interested in the new democratic system of
government, and she was eager to learn about it. She attended
the meetings and lectures of the “new government” men, named
Hamada and Odawara, where the form of new government and its
principles were taught. She learned that women were equal to
men and that they had the same political rights. She accepted
the new customs because she could vote, could be educated as
well as employed in positions previously prohibited to women.
She also learned that widows could inherit their husbands
property and be independent property owners.
The Patriot gives a portrayal of the revolutionary idea
of government. The revolutionists opposed imperialistic rule or
government; moreover, they opposed Christianity and other re—
ligious beliefs. The revolutionists desired a more democratic
form of government, that is, they wanted less domination by
governmental officials and the emperor. The people desired more
1-Mona Gardner, Middle Heaven (New York: country Life
Press, 1950, p. 207.
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real freedom. Chiang-Kai Shek was the leader of the revo
lutionists. Later he became a nationalist,
Kosen, a Japanese boy, joined the revolutionary army and
learned that the revolutionists opposed all gods and religions,
and taught that priests decieve people. The rising sun was the
flag and emblem of the revolutionary army. The leader, Sun—Tay
San, taught the soldiers to oppose the position of the traditional
imperial government. The soldiers were taught to be brave and
patriotic to the country and the government. They destroyed
churches and temples of worship and robbed and plundered as they
traveled from one place to another.
~eru portrays the new system of government in Japan after
World War II. The Japanese government imitated the Western govern
ment and was similar to the modern democracy. City governments
were revised. Women were given equal political rights. Although
the new system of government imitated Western government, some
of the ancient customs in Japan were preserved although Western
customs were adopted.
Political parties were given very little representation
in the Japanese books of fiction. Table II indicates that only
three books portrayed political parties. The Patrio~ and The
Young Revolutioni~, by Pearl Buck, and Teru, by Lucy Herndon
Crockett referred to the Communist party in various parts or
sections of the stories. There were no detailed descriptions of
the party and its principles. Teru describes the Industrialist
party which reappeared after World War II. The powerful in
dustrial families controlled everything under the traditional
form of government. The reappearance of the industrialists, or
the family trust, prevented the growth of real democracy for a
time in Japan.
Education
The subject of education is divided into education for
children, middle school, and higher. Twenty-seven features are
found in 12 of the 18 books of juvenile fiction (see Table 3).
The 12 descriptions of children’s education reveal: eight ex
cellent, three good, one fair, and none poor. Middle school has
10 descriptions of education: five excellent, five good, and none
fair or poor. Higher education is found to have five appraisals:
one excellent, two good, none fair, and two poor.
Four books: The Patriot., Teru, Treasure Flower and The
i(ovedOute~ describe all three areas of education. Six books:
Big ~Vave, The Young Revoiutionist, The Cricke~~4~he Emperor’s
~, Traditj~, The Japanese Twi~, and In Kimono Land portray
education for children and middle school, and one, Middle Hea!~
portrays education for children and higher education. De~er~
Rarves~ describes only children’s education.
Children’s education is given the greatest emphasis, and
higher education is given the least emphasis. The Patriot gives
the best appraisal of education. Desert H~ry~ is the least
descriptive.
In Cricket and the Emperor’s Son, Cricket’s mother ap
prenticed him to a silk merchant. The master made it possible




Books — ~lu~io~_- — Eva) llatjofl -
Author - Title - ~ 2 J~ ~ 2 ~ ~ j 2 3 ~
1. Buck The Big Wave — — — X
2~Buck ThePatrjot~ ——
3. Buck The Young Rev
~ o1utio~ist — — -__- — — 2 ——
1~. C~tsworth The CrIcket
... X_ -. 2
~7~Crockett Terif X — — X~ — 3 - -~
~ Emery Tradition - — X — — X — — 2
7. Gaines Treasure
Flower — X — — — X j~ —
B.Gardner IVliddleHeaven
9. Means The Moved
Outers - — — — - — — X. - —
1Q. Oakes Desert Hàrvest — — — — - — .ZL —
11. ~?irkins The Japanese
Twins — — — X — — — — 2
12.Yule~nKimonoLa~d__~~ —— X 2 —
Total 0 ~ ~ 8 0 0 5 5 2 0 2 1 - - 27
Evaluation: 1 - Poor, 2 - Fair, 3 - Good, ~+ - Excellent
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It happened about this time that his master decided to
send Cricket to the priest in the near-by temple to learn
how to read and write. In spite of himself, he was impressed
by Cricket’s character, arid knew that the keeping of accounts
would be safe in his hands.1
Children’s education was provided at home and in the
elementary school. The JaDan.ese Twi~ describes the parental
training at home in the following paragraphs:
Taki’s father told her to obey her brother and she re
plied that she was just as old as Taro, and she thought
that she knew just as much.
‘Why can’t he mind me sometimes? I think it would be
fair to take turns.’
‘But Taro is a boy,’ said her father. ‘That makes all
the difference in the world. Japanese girls must mind their
brothers.’
Taro puckered her lip and frowned.
‘Tut, tut,’ said her father. ‘Girls and women sh~uld
always be gentle and smiling. You must never frown.’
The father trained the boy Taro to be brave and loyal to
his country; a Samurai must always do what is best for Japan,
whether it be best for him or not.
A letter in the front of Treasure Flower gives a descrip
tion of education, as fostered by Buddhism, one of the religions
of Japan.
Buddhism offered the boon of education to all, - not
merely a religious education, but an education in the arts
and learning of China, and architecture, paintings, sculpture,
engravings, printings, gardening, in short every art and
1Elizabeth Coatsworth, The Cricket and the Emperor’s Son
(New York: Macmillan, 1932), p. 1.
2Lucy Fitch Perkins, The Japanese Twi~ (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1912), pp. 37-38.
industry that helped to make life beautiful developed first
in Japan wider Buddhist teaching.1
Higher education was not given detailed description in
any of the books. It was portrayed in The Young Revo1u~ioni~,
The Patrip~, and Teru.
Re1~igion
Religion has been divided into six features: Shintoism,
Buddhism, Confucianism, Taoism, Christianity, and Mythology. A
total of the 35 features are found in 13 of the 18 books (see
Table ~+). The 10 portrayals of Shintoism are evaluated as three
excellent, six good, one fair, and none poor. Buddhism is por
trayed nine times: five excellent, three good, one fair, and none
poor. The emphasis given to Confucianism is slight; there are
only two representations: none excellent, one good, one fair, and
none poor. Taoism is not represented. Christianity is portrayed
five times: two appraisals are excellent, none good, three fair,
and none poor. Mythology is described nine times: five excellent,
three good, one fair, and none poor.
Of the 35 descriptions given about Japanese religion,
five features, Shintoism, Buddhism, Confucianism, Christianity,
and Mythology were found in The Young Revolutjonj~. Two books
portray four features: The cricket apd the Ernveror’s So~ describes
Shinuoism, Buddhism, Confucianism, and Mythology; and Treasure
Flower describes Shintoism, Buddhism, Christianity, and Mythology.
Five books portray three features: The Patri~, Teru, Middle Heaver~
‘Ruth Gaines, Treasure Flower (Chicago: E. M. Hale
Company, 1916), p. xiv.
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and Desert Harvest portray Shintoism, Buddhism, and Mythology,
and Venture in the Ea~ describes Shintoism, Buddhism,, and
Christianity. The Cat Who Went to Heaven and The Bi~ Wa~
portray two features: Shintojsm and Mythology. Only one feature
was found in three books: Juan of Ma~i1a and The Moved Oute~
briefly describe Christianity, and The Japanese Twins describes
Shintojsm. None of the 13 books portray all of the features of
religion.
Shintojsm is the most realistically portrayed of the six
features of religion in the 13 books of fiction. Confucianism
and Taoism are found to be least frequently treated. The best
portrayals are found in The_Yp~in~ Revolutionj~~. ~uan of I4nil~,
.Th~ Moved Outer~, and ~ert, Harve~ are the least descriptive.
Desert Harvest gives a portrayal of a Shinto religious
festival, 0—Bon which was celebrated in the United States.
It was decided, therefore, to combine the observance of
0—Bon the solemn festival in honor of one’s ancestors with
the search for a suitable site for the dam.
Preparations for 0-Bon would have to be simpler than they
would have been in Japan. In this new land, beneath which
no ancestors yet slept, the sweeping of the graves could not
be carried out, but one could observe other traditions con
nected with the yearly three-day visit of the spirits. This
would mean collecting rushes for mats for the household
shrinef arid for the miniature boats to be floated down the
river.
Teru is descriptive of Shinto religion. It tells of the
family shrine and god shelf, the temple church, and ancestor
worship.
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Buddhism is represented in Coatsworth’s Cat Who Went to
Heaven. The priest said to the artist:
‘We desire,’ said he, ‘a painting ofthe death of our
lord Buddha for the temple. There was soi~ dis.Ousslon as to
the artist, so we put slips of paper, eaOh marked with a
name, before the central image in the great hall, and in the
morning all the slips had blown away but yours. So we knew
Buddha’s will in the matter. Hearing something of your cir—
cujnstances, I have brought a first payment with me so that
you may relieve your mind of worry while at your work. Ouly
a clear pool has beautiful reflections. If the work is suc
cessful as we hope, your fortune is made, for what the temple
approves becomes the fashion of the town.’ With that the
priest, drew a heavy purse from his belt.
The Buddha whom he had painted reclining with hands
folded upon his breast, had stretched out an arm inblessi±ig,
and under the holy hand knelt the figure of a1tiny cat, with
a pretty white head bowed in happy adoration.
A description of a Buddhist temple is given in Treasure
F’ower, by Ruth Gaines.
It differs from the Shinto temple in.its gate, a massive
two-story structure instead of a toni; in its roof, tiled
instead of thatched; and of course, in its ritual and
teachings. But the two forms of worship have become so
mingled that we sometimes find, as in our story, the Buddhist
goddess Benten in a Shinto shrine.
Pearl Buck’s The Yo~g Revolutj~js~ portrays Confucianism.
The revolutionary army slept and ate in Confucian temples, and
Kosen, a Japanese soldier, observed that the temples of Confucious
the Great Sage included no images; the soldiers found only tablets
of the wise sayings of Confucious.
An example of the teachings of Confucianism is portrayed.
in Coatsworths The Cricke; and the EmDeror’s Son in the story of
“The Pavilion of the Birds”. revealed in Cricket’s magic scroll,
½lizabeth J. Coatsworth, Ca~~~Who Went to Heaven (New
York: Macmillan and Company, 1937), p. 56.
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where the niece speaks to her uncle:
I am unworthy of your thoughts,’ cried the niece, her
face turning white at the idea of leaving aliher power in
this great house. ‘You know, most learned uncle, that COn
fucious advises widows against marrying again, and I have
always striven to do what was right,’ andtears rolled out
of her crafty little eyes and ran down her fat cheeks?
The persecution of Christians is suggested in Lancaster’s
Venture in the East. Dirk Jongh, a Dutchman, was conversing with
Mori, a Japanese:
‘Naturally,’ said Mori, ‘The lands of all Japanese
Christians were confiscated some years ago, to be returned
only on formal renunciation of Christianity. Many privi
leges went as well.’
‘But you were never a Christian,’ protested Dirk.
‘No, but my father as head of th~ house, was; therefore,
on the Kosekitohon, the family was.’
In the story ~e Young Revolutionipt, Kosen saw that
Christianity and the Christian missionaries helped the Japanese
people, so he desired to become a follower of Christianity when
he left the revolutionary army. He wanted to serve his country
like the doctor called the “Jesus man.”
Many superstitions and mythological beings influence the
lives of the Japanese people. They fear devils, ghosts, goblins,
demons, dragons, and evil spirits. They also believe in various
gods of writing, harvest, rice, war, etcetera.
In Treasure F1~er, Uncle Cedarnount and Mistress Lavender,
Treasure Flower’s uncle (the priest) and his wife, who lived in a
~-Br~uce:~Lancaster, Venture in. the East (Boston: Little,
Brown and COmpany, 1951), p.
2lbid., p. 51.
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temple, sprinkled the house with burned beans to keep away gob
lins. They also believed that the white foxes in the roots of
maple trees were the messengers of man, the goddess of Harvest.
Kosen, in The Young Revo1uti~p ~, by Pearl Buck, had
parents who were extremely superstitious.
When Kosen. was ill, his mother gave him herbs of magic
qualities.
Kosen, only son, drank tea which included the heart of a
tiger and entrails of a great serpent dried and powdered.
The heart of the tiger would give Kosen strength, and
the entrails of the serpent would make his life long.
Marriage Customs
Marriage customs are characterized as traditional and
modern. As shown in Table 5 a total of 19 descriptions are given
in 11+ of the 18 books of fiction. Traditional marriage customs
are described 11 times; five excellent, five good, one fair, and
none poor. Modern marriage customs are described eight times:
two excellent, three good, three fair, and none poor.
Both traditional and mOdern marriage customs are revealed
in five books: The Patrio~, Treasure Flower, Middle Heaven, Teru,
and De~sert Harvest. Six books: The Big Wave, The Young Revolu
tioni~t, The Cnicke~ and the Empe~.or’ s Sofl, Gozo ‘s Wonderfu~
Kite, The J~panese Twin~, and ~ Kimono ~an~ portray only tra
ditional marriage customs. Three books: Tradit~ion, ~uan of Manila,
and ~e Moved Outers portray only modern marriage customs.
~-Pear1 Buck, ~he Young Revolutionist (New York: The
Friendship Press, 1932), p. 1+.
TABLE 5
ANALYSIS OF MARRIAGE CUSTOMS
r-l
‘~Books - Traditional Modern —
Author Title ~va~~p______ ~y~luaiion
.~ a ~ - — ‘ i~
L. Buck The Big Wave — — X
2,~ Buck The Patriot — — — X — X_ — — 2
~ Buck Young Revolutionist — X —
Lf• Coatsworth Cricket and the Emperor’s
Son — — -~ 1 —
,~Crockett Teri~. — X X -
6. Emery Tradition — — —
2. Gaines Treasure Flower — -- 2
8. Gardner Middle Heaven — — -—
9. Johnson Gozo’s Wonderful Kite — X — - 1
lQ. McSwigan Juan of Manila — — — - 1 —
11. Means - - The Moved Outers — — x 1
12. Oai~es - Desert Harvest — — X 2
l3~ Perkins Japanese Twins — — x — — 1
l~. Yule In Kimono Land - — — - — - —
- Total Q_ J~ j... 5 - 0 - j_ -3_ ~
Evaluation: 1 - Poor, 2 - Fair, 3 — Good, 1~ - Excellent
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The best appraisals of traditional and modern marriage
customs are found in The ~ Teru, Middle Heaven, and Desert
Harves~. In. Kimono Land was the least descriptive of marriage
customs.
The Patriot gives a good description of marriage customs.
I-Wan learned about modern marriage customs while attending the
University in China, his home country. He went to Japan to work
in Mr. Muraki’s shipping center. There, he learned many revolu
tionary ideas which opposed traditional beliefs and customs.
But his marriage was planned by the wealthy Muraki family, only
after Tama, their daughter, attempted suicide in order to avoid
marrying a Japanese to whom her father had previously promised
her in marriage. •~lthough I-Wan knew modern customs, tradition
prevented his putting them into practice, so he hired a go-
between to arrange their marriage. They then married and lived
happily.
A description of traditional marriage customs may be
derived from a passage taken from Middle Heaven. Tomo’s jealous
sister—in-law was the wife of Isamu:
And his wife Shizu had borne him no children. That this
might not have been her fault did not matter. Naturally if a
woman is barren, the stigma can only be hers. . . . But she
had ill luck to be born into a family plagued with girl-
children and no goods to endow those girls with dowries which
woUld catch them good and important husbands. So Shizu’s
parents had done the best they could for her in marrying her
to the orphan Isamu, who was of the Ando clan. Even though
he was a poor relation, it was the best a dowfYless girl could
hope for, even in a year of prosperous crops.
i-Mona Gardner, Middle Heave~i (New York: Country Life
Press, 1950), p. 8.
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Tomo, the wife of Chu, learned about modern family
customs when the new type of democratic government was introduced
into Japan. She learned ;hat men were not superior to women and
that women had a right to inherit their husband’s property. She
knew that she could manage her household without being subordinate
to her brother-in-law, Isamu.
Teru portrays traditional marriage customs. For an
example, Teru, a twelve year old Japanese girl, had a father who
was superior to his wife and who constantly reminded his wife of
her inferiority. It is interesting to note that he finally
adopted modern marriage customs and accepted the idea of equal
rights for women after the wealt1~rMrs. Yamaguchi, her Japanese
neighbor, taught the women about modern marriage customs. Teru’s
mother began to revolt against subordination to her husband. She
refused to obey him when she did not desire to do so, and she
began to give him orders. She even began to eat with the men, a
privilege previously denied Japanese women.
~1idavs and Festivaj~
Holidays and festivals as a characteristic is divided
into three categories: national religious, and other. This
characteristic is represented in 13 of the 18 books of fiction
as indicated in Table 6. Twenty-seven of these features are re
alistically portrayed. National holidays are described 10 times:
three excellent, four good, three fair, and none poor. Religious
holidays are portrayed eight times: one excellent, five good, two
fair, and none poor. Other festivals are described nine times:
three excellent, three good, two fair, and one poor.
TABLE 6
~NALY$I3 OF HOLIDAYS AND FESTIVALS
National - Religious Other
v ~1.on_- — ~yaj~t~jon —~ El
Author Title -. -
L. Buck - The Patriot - — — — — 3
2. Buck The Young Revo
- 1uti~nist~ — — — — — - 2
,~L Creekmore Fuj i~o — — — — — — — 2 —
~ Crockett Teru — — — X — —— — — X - 3
~, Emery Tradition — — — — — — 2
~. Gai~es Treasure Flower — — - - — — — - 2
2. Gardner Middle Heaven — — — X — — — — — -
8. Lancaster Venture in the Ease — — — —~ X —
~, McSwigan Juan of Manila — — - — — — -.~ -
1~.. Means The Moved Outers — — — — -— — — - 1
11. Oakes Desert Harvest — — — .~ — — 2 —
l2~ Perkins The Jap~ese Twins — — — X — — — —
x
Total 031+3 02511233 27





1 - Poor, 2 - Fair, 3 - Good, 1+ - Excellent
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All features of holidays and festivals are portrayed in
four books: The Patrio~, Te~, Midd’e aeaven, and The JaD~~e
Twins. Two features are portrayed in six books: national and
religious holidays are described in The Young Revoli.iionis;,
Treasure Flower, and Desert Harvest; national and other holidays
are described ~ Tradition, and In Kimono Land. Three
books representing only one feature are: Venture in the Eas;,
which portrays religious holidays, and Juan o~Ma~~ and The
Moved Outer~ which portray other festivals.
National holidays are given the greatest emphasis in all
but three of the 13 books. ji~n of Manila, The Moved Outers,
Ye~ure in the East are the least representative in portraying
holidays and festivals.
Middle Heavefl gives excellent descriptions of all three
types of festivals. The religious festival, the Fox god’s night,
was described when Matsu, lame daughter of Tomo, was sent to town
on an errand while her mother was ill:
The long street, as she turned into it, was blazing with
red light. Lanterns hung everywhere, and festival cloth
stretched from every doorway. Far down main street men talked
and sang in glad shouts. There was the, sweet twang of sami
sens, the beat of a dozen drums, and p~op1e laughing and
singing before statues of the Fox god.
A national holiday is described in Perkins’ ~h~ç JaDanese
Twins.
One of the best of all is New Year’s Day, when all the
a-Mona Gardner, Middle Heaven (New York: Country Life
Press, 1950), p. 1~+.
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boys and their fathers and grandfathers fly kites. And such
wonderful kites. The air is full of dragons and boxes and
all sorts of queer shapes. Sometimes the dragons have a
battle in the air.1
Middle Heaven describes ancestor ceremonial worship, Flag
Day, Weaving Girl’s Day, Festival of the Dead, 0—Bon, and other
holidays. Carnival time was a holiday enjoyed by all the people.
The following is a description of this holiday:
Once they arrived on the gay lantern strung Bund, the
family separated and wandered in all directions. Some went
to see the trained bats from Okinawa and the woman who wore
a sash of snakes about her waist. Others went to see the
man making pictures in the sand, or the booth promising a
handsome prize to anyone who went into a goblin room and
wasn’t frightened, or to find the old magician who put a
snake in his mouth and let it crawl out of his nostrils.
Other holidays and festivals are described in Japanese
Twip~, by Lucy F. Perkins.
They have Cherry Festivals and Wisteria Festivals and
Chrysanthemum Festivals when everybody goes on picnics and
spends the whole day with flowers.
On the day of the Lotus Festival, they go very early in
the morning, before the sun is up, to a pond where the lotus
flowers bloom. They go with their teachers and all the
children.
They go to the pond, and when the sun com?s ~.p the flowers
open pop, pop, pop. They sound like fairy guns.~
Art, and Architecture
Art and architecture are realistically described in 15 of
the 18 books of fiction. Architecture is divided into six groups:
1Lucy Fitch Perkins, The Japanese Twjns~ (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1912), p. 163.
2Mona Gardner, Middle Heaven (New York: Country Life
Press, 1950), p. l~+.
3Luc~Fitch Perkins, The Japanese_Twins (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1912), p. 163.
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public buildings, temples, houses, bridges, arches, and other
(see Table 7). Art is treated singly. Sixty-one descriptions
of art and architecture are portrayed. Of the 15 representations
of art: eight are excellent, four good, three fair, and none
poor. Architecture is portrayed ~+6 times. Public buildings are
described nine times: two excellent, seven good, and none fair
or poor; the nine descriptions of temples are rated as three ex
cellent, five good, one fair, and none poor; the 11 portrayals of
houses are evaluated as two excellent, five good, four fair, and
none poor; bridges are described four times and evaluated as none
excellent, one good, two fair, and one poor; the five descriptions
of arches are rated as none excellent, one good, two fair, and
two poor; other types of architecture are described eight times:
none excellent, three good, three fair, and none poor.
Only one book of fiction, The Japanese Twins included all
seven features of art and architecture. Six descriptive features
were portrayed in two books: The Cricket and the Emperor’s Son
and The PatrioL. The Patrio~ portrays all features except public
buildings and The Cricket and the Emperor’s Son omits only arches.
Five descriptive features of art and architecture are representa
tive in four books: The Young Revolutioni~, Teru, Treasure ~1ower,
and Venture in the East. The Young Revolutionist portrays art,
public buildings, temples, bridges, and other artistic features.
Teru describes art, temples, houses, arches, and others. Treasure
~1~wer portrays art, public buildings, temples and houses.
Venture in the East portrays art, public buildings, temples, houses
and arches. Four features are described in three books: Tradition
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portrays art, public buildings, houses, and other; Middle Heaven
portrays art, temples, houses, and arches; and The Big Wave
portrays art, public buildings, temples and other. ~esert Harvest
portrays three features: art, public buildings, and houses.
Three books, ~he ~ ~j~aven, ~zo’s ~p~erful Kite,
and The Moved Outers portrays two features. Art and houses are
portrayed in Th ça o.~ent~o Heaven and Gozo’~jonder~
Kite. Art and public buildings are portrayed in The Moved
Q~jte~. Art is the only feature described in In, Kimono Lang..
The most representative portrayals of art and architec
ture are in The Japanese Twin~, The Patriot, and The Cricke~~
the Em~e~r~’s Son. The least descriptions of art are In ~imono
Lapd.
I-Wan, a character in The Patri~, saw and handled many
forms of art in Mr. Muraki’s shipping center in Japan. He saw
paintings, silk embroidery, bronze, ivory, porcelain, silver,
lacquer, rugs, antiques, furniture, and many forms of artistic
design, and creations of sculpture. Gardens, pagodas, temples,
houses, bridges, and ceremonial houses were realistically de
scribed.
Art was the main theme in the story of Gozo’s Wonder~
Kite. Korin’s “picture of the five wild geese” was a 16th
Century painting. It had been in Gozo ‘s family for three gene
rations and was said to be 300 years old. The picture was
painted on silk. This treasure was going to have to be sold to
an. art collector for the family was in great need. Gozo decided
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to fly the painting on his kite before it was taken away. Several
miracles took place and good fortune came to Go~o’s family as a
result of his flying his wonderful kite.
Buildings are realistically described in 3p~r~~ ~
East, by Lancaster. Gertrude Van Os, a character in the story,
visited her mother’s home in Japan and the place where she spent
her early childhood. While there, she visited the palace of
Diamyo who lived in a palace at Hirado and the Shimabara Castle
of Hara. No detailed descriptions of these palaces were given.
In Teru, Mr. Yarnaguchi, who was a wealthy Japanese poli
tician, bought and opened a public bath house in Yokohama after
World War II. This bathhouse is realistically described.
An excellent and realistic portrayal of a cathedral or
temple is given in Middle Heaven.
The way the stone stairway to Kwarxnon’s shrine was twisted
around and around the hill like an old wisteria trunk, it
was always hot climbing the last steps to the crest.
The Hundred Step Shrine, it was called, because there were
one hundred steps to reach the top. But they were not te
diously steep. It was one step, walk three paces across a
mighty slice of granite, then up another step, for ten steps.
After that it was moss as thick as a quilt, damp earth, the
cathedral shade of giant cryptorneria, until the next series
of stones began their slow rise.
They rang the bell in order to get the Merciful One’s
attention.
Thus, having rapped at the Merciful One’s door to gain
attention, the family crossed to the redlacquer shrine.
They shed their geta in a row at the foot of the planked
steps, and in their clean white tahi climbed the steps to
the vast mat-covered room of the shrine itself. Chu bought
five candles and five incense sticks fromone of the you~g
priests, and busied himself with the ‘ighting of them from a
burning candle on the priest’s table.
1Mona Gardner, Middle Heav~en (New York: The Country Life
Press, 1950), p. 97.
ANALYSIS OF ART AND ARCHITECTURE
Evaluation: 1 - Poor, 2 - Fair, 3 - Good, ~+ - Excellent
Public
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~he Japanese Twi~ gives a realistic description of
various types of architecture: houses, bridges, arches, temples,
and other types such as the alcove or “honorable recess,” gates
to gardens or temples, and roadside shrines.
In the little house in the garden where the twins lived,
there are no thick walls. There are only wooden screens
covered with fine white paper. These screens slide back ar~
forth in grooves, and when they are all shoved back ~t once
the whole house is turned into one big, bright room.~
In the same book, the alcove or “honorable recess” is
described:
In the corner of the room there was a little~ alcove.
There is one in every Japanese house. It is called the
‘honorable recess’, and it is where beautiful things are
placed. There is always a picture--or perhaps two Or three
of them--hanging like banners on the wall at the back of the
‘honorable recess.’ These banner pictures are called kake
mono. There is also a small table with a vase on it standing
near. In this vase are always flowers, or a beautiful branch
with green leaves. In Japan little girls are taught to ar
range flowers just as carefully as they are taught to read,
so ~hat the ‘honorable recess’ may be kept beautiful to look
at.
The Jatanese Twi~ gives a description of a garden. Taro
and Take go into the garden and cross the bridge.
They tip-toed out into the garden. How I wish you could
see their gardens There are all sorts of wonderful places
in it. It isn’t very large, but it has in it a little bit
of a toy mountain, and a tiny lake with little weeny gold
fish in it, and a little stream of water, like a baby river,
that runs into a lake, and best of all, there is a curved
bridge, painted red, just big enough for the twigs to walk
over, if they are very careful and don’t bounce.
1Luch Fitch Perkins, The Jap~ese Twins (Boston: Houghton
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Evaluation: 1 - Poor, 2 - Fair, 3 - Good, ~+ — Excellent
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Occ~patjons and Ind~strje~
Characteristics of occupations and industries are classi
fied as major and minor. According to Table 8, 1+0 descriptions
of these are found in 16 of the 18 books of fiction. The 26
appraisals of occupations are distinguished as 13 major and 15
minor ones. The 13 descriptions of major occupations are evalu
ated as six excellent, four good, two fair, and one poor. The
15 descriptions of minor occupations are evaluated as two ex
cellent, eight good, three fair, and two poor. The nine de
scriptions of major industries are indicated as one excellent,
three good, four fair, and one poor. The three descriptions of
minor industries are found as none exceilen’u, one good, one fair,
and one poor.
Three books, Th~ Patri~, The Cricket and th~ Emperor’s
~ and ~ru portray all four of the features of occupations
and industries. Six books, The Big Wave, The Youni Revolutioni~,
M~idd1e Heaves, Venture in the ~ ~e~s.ert Harvest, and The
~panese Twins portray three features: major and minor occupa
tions and major industries. Three books portray two features:
Tradition, Treasure Flower, and The Village Tree describes major
and minor occupations. Three books, The Cat Who Went pHeave~,
The Moved Outers, and Juan of Mani~ describe only minor occupa
tions. ~ozo’~onderful Kite portrays only minor industries.
Descriptions of occupations are the most representative
in the 16 books, and industries are less representative. The
most representative books in.the portrayals are The Patrio~,
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The Cricket and the Emperor’s S~, and Teru. The least descrip
tive are The Cat Who Went to Heav~, ~an of Manila, ~ozo’s
Wonderful Kirn, and The Moved ~pte~r~s.
Farming was described as the major occupation of Japan.
One example is given in ~he Cricket ~nd_the Emperor’s ~o~:
They were poor farmers and all day they worked together
in the rice terraces, often up to their knees in water as
they stooped over the young plants. Cricket would plow with
a great water buffalo borrowed from a neighbor, and then his
mother, guiding the patient animal with her shrill cries,
admired his dexterity, as small as he was, he clung bravely1
to the unwieldy plow and drove it deep into the dark earth.
Fishing, a major occupation, is portrayed in ~iddle
Heaven.
‘Miserable wife,’ Isamu thundered, ‘Do I have to tell you
again someone is needed on the oars? I must hire out, and
Jiro, too, with the winter fishing fleet if we are to have a
mouthful of fresh fish at all. We must have straw covering
if we are to survive.’2
Middle Heav~ portrayed farming and fishing as major oc
cupations, and described carpentry, wood cutters, teachers, shop
keepers, boatmen, and carnival entertainers for minor occupations.
Taro and Take in the Japanese Twins saw many things on
their way to the temple. When they reached the city, it was
morning. The twins saw some of the minor occupations being en
gaged in by various people. They saw men with baskets hung from
poles going from house to house; some were selling vegetables,
‘Elizabeth Coatsworth, The Cricke; and~e Emperor’s So~
(New York: Macmillan, 1932), p. 1.
2Mona Gardner, Middle Heaven (New York: Country Life
Press, 1950), p.. 131.
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some had fish, and others were selling flowers or brooms. They
were street peddlers. The twins saw tea shops and silk shops;
they saw people making paper lanterns; and in one street, they
saw a carpenter putting up a new house.
Descriptions of the fishing industry are given in Middle
Heaven. Fishing fleets were described as daily work. The Bi~g
Wave describes a fishing village where fishing had become more
than an occupation. Jiya, a Japanese boy, had a playmate and
friend named Kino who envied Jiya because his father was a
fisherman. Sometimes Jiya’s father took him out in the boat.
Fleets of fishing boats chased shools of fish. Jiya told Kino
that when storms come you wish yourself back on the earth, and
that both farmers and fishermen were needed. Kino’s father was
a farmer who lived on a farm on the side of the mountain.
Desert Harvest describes mining, stockraising, agri
culture, and the shipping of produce.
The Cricket andt~he Emperor’s Son describes wood cutting,
lumbering and forestry.
Fishing and agriculture were described most fully of all
the features of occupation and industry. The other features
were less adequately portrayed.
Food
The subject of food has been sub-divided into resources and
diet. As shown in Table 9, 26 distinctive features are described
in 17 of the 18 books of fiction. The nine portrayals of food re
sources are evaluated as none excellent, two good, six fair, and
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one poor. The 17 descriptions of Japanese diet are rated as
nine excellent, five good, two fair, and one poor.
All features of food are described in nine books, ,~he Big
Wave, The Pa~ri~, The Young Revolutionist, The cricket and the
Emperor’s Son, Treasure Flower, The Village Tree, Gozo’~ Wonder
ful Ki~, Desert Haryes~, and The Japanese Twins. Eight books
describe only diet. They are: The Ca~ Who Went toHeave~,
~i.iio, Teru, Tradition, Midd,~ç Heave~, Venture in the Ea~, The
Moved Puters, and In Kimono Land.
Diet was the more representative in portrayals of food,
and resources was the less representative. The most descriptive
books are The Big Wave, The Patri~, The Youn~Revolu~io~j~,
The Cricket and the Emperor’s Son, Treasure Flower, The Village
Tree, Gozo’s Wonderful Kite, Deserj Harvest, and The Japanese
Twins. The least descriptive are: The Cat Who ‘Went to Heaven,
~ilo, Tern, Tradition, Middle Heaven, Venture in the East, ~
Moved Outers, and In Kimono Land. It is interesting to note
that all books that describe resources also describe diet.
Food resources are portrayed in nine fiction books. They
are: fish, grain, seaweed, bamboo roots, poultry, and fruit
orchards and vineyards. Livestock or cattle were also de
scribed.
One example of a Japanese meal eaten by Taro, an immi
grant in Desert Harvest, is quoted thus: ~
A gong rang for the evening meal. . . . Everyone helped
himself fr~i the steaming’ dishes on the table, then squatted
anyplace around the room to eat. A simple meal, but a
good one; the familiar bean curd, sliced raw fish with horse
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radish, arid v~rious pickles, including Taro’s favorite
salted melon.
Rice was the mos~ often described item of diet in. the 17
books. Meals were eaten with chop sticks.
The ~g Wave describes ho; rice soup, bean curd, and hot
tea for breakfast. Lunch consisted of radish, pickle, tea, cold
rice, and fish. ‘Dinner often consisted of chicken, tea, vege
tables, rice broth, soup, fish, arid cakes.
The poor artist in The Cat Who Went to Heave~ ate an
humble meal of tea, rice cakes, fish, dumplings, bean jelly, and
cakes. His housekeeper prepared his meals whenever they could
afford a good meal.
The Pa;ri~ describes Japanese diet as rice, tea, cakes,
fish, dumplings, sak~, bean curd soup, eggs, vegetables, and
milk.
The Japanese Twi~s described diet consisting of soup,
fish, tea, rice cakes, vegetables, rice wafers, sugared beans,
candy, and pea soup. Meals were always colorful and attractive.
Middle ,,Heaven and Venture in the East included seaweed,
fish, rice, tea, pickles, bean soup, and cakes. Many sweet, and
attractive food delicacies ‘were portrayed.
1-Vanya Qakes, Desert Harve~ (Philadelphia: The John C.





. ~A~thor -- Title -~ - ~j- ~. j~ J ..i. 3 - —
1. Buck ~TheBi& — — — — — L.. -
2~ ~uck -- - -- -~ — ~
3..~ Bu~k The You~ig Revolutionist — X -~ 2
+. Coatsworth The Cat Who Went to
~ Heav~~ — 1 -
5. Coatsworth Cricket and the Em
- ieror’s Son -- 2
6. k~nore - Fu~ io — -— ~J.
2.Cr~ockettTeru~~ 1
~Emery -- Tradj~jon~ —
~.Ga~jn~s Tr~~r&F]~ower -- X — -- - X 2
iQ~.Gàrdn~er Middle aven — — X ~i —
1~j~ma;si~ TheVi~,1a~e Tree — 2
1~Joh~o~Gozo’sWderfui Ki~e ) — — - 2
13. Lancast~r Venture in the East -~ — — — — —— 1 —
1~+. Mea~is The Moved Ou~rs - -- — X — - 1
1~. Oakes -- Deser~Harvest - X 2
16. Pekin.s_ - The Japanese ~ins — — — - 2
11.Yple InKirno~pI~ -- -
~ - - ~pt a~. - ~ O~ -__ ~ 9_ -
1\)
Evaluation: 1 - Poor, 2 - Fair, 3 — Good, ~+ - Excellent
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~lothing arid Costume
The customs of dress are treated under traditional and
modern dress for male and female. Thirty-eight representations
were found in 17 of the 18 books of fiction (see Table 10).
Tradi~ional male clothing and costume are described l~+ times and
evaluated as four excellent, six good, three fair, and one poor.
Traditional feffiale clothing and costume received 11 portrayals:
five excellent, five good, none fair, and one poor. Modern male
clothing and costume are described seven times: none excellent,
five good, three fair, and none poor. Modern female clothing
and costume are described six tithes: none excellent, five good,
one fair,aand none poor.
All features portraying clothing and costume are described
in three books, The Patriot, Teru, and Desert Harvest. Treasure
Flower portrays traditional male and female and modern female
dress and costume. Seven books portray only traditional male and
female dress. They are: Middle Heav~, Gozo’s Wonderfu1~Kite,
Venture ~ the Eas~, The Cricket and the Emperor’s Son, The
Japanese ~ins, and In Kimono Land. Tradition and The Moved 0ute~
describe only modern male and female dress and costume, and ~
Young Revolutionist portrays only traditional and modern male
costume. The Big Wave and The Village Tree portray only tra
ditiorial male clothing, and Juan of Manila describes only modern
male clothing.
The most representative portrayals of clothing and costume
are provided in The Patrio~, Teru, and Desert Harvest. The least
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descriptive are found in The Big Wave, The Village Tree, and
~Juan of Manila.
Description of traditional dress was the most representa
tive in the 17 books of fiction.
~ by Lucy Crocket is especially descriptive of tra
ditional and modern clothing and costume. It describes the gay
colored kimonos worn by Teru and the people who lived in the
suburb of Yokohama. They also wore haori coats and geta. With
tabi socks, fabric foot soles were worn. Sandals were also worn.
The poorer class male wore pantaloons, tight pants, and padded
coats. Gay colored scarves were also worn. Obi were worn with
kimonos, and frequently had purses attached to them.
1~n example of traditional female costume is described
realistically in Venture in the East. Madam Caron, a friend,
gave Gertrude Van Os a Japanese costume from her wall cupboard.
Trudie cried out in delight as the lid was thrown back.
The kimono was of blue silk with heavily embroidered pattern
of chrysanthemums that trailed their long petals down the
back, reappeared on the sleeve and on the hem. The wide obi,
or sash, repeated the pattern in miniature against a cherry-
colored silk that matched the vivid lining of the garment.
There was a short red kirtle to be worn next to the skin, a
thin muslin vest, white glovelike ~abi for feet, and thick
zori covered with silk fine straw.
Treasure Flower, by Ruth Gaines and The Big Wave, by Pearl
Buck describe the traditional male costume. The elderly male
wore silver gray robes with a white girdle. The priest usually
wore gray also. The male wore a ceremonial costume which
1Bruce Lancaster Venture in the East (Boston: Little,
Brown and Company, 1951$, p. 1+8.
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included a flaring cape and a small cap. The poorer class male
wore loose, divided pantaloons.
Modern styles of clothing and costume are described in
Teru, The Patriot, Treasure Flower, and Desert Harvest.
Teru portrays Western styles which were introduced after
World War II. The Japanese who lived in the cities were the
first to wear the Western style male attire; they wore the suits
which included long pants, a coat, and vest. The men wore hats
and leather shoes. The women began to wear Western style dresses,
shoes, and hats. The girls and ladies began to cut their hair or
wear it according to the Western style. The men cut their hair
short; previously they wore long plaits of hair down their backs.
The Patriot describes male characters in cities of Japan
wearing the Western style suits to work in the shipping center of
Mr. Muraki, which was located in Yokohama. The men continued to
wear robes while they were at home.
Desert Harvest portrays the Japanese immigrants as readily
adopting the Western style clothing as more suitable or comfortable
for work on a farm. Taro, an immigrant, went with Moon Face, an
other immigrant, to buy overalls. Their fellow workers wore pants
and suits. The ladies wore dresses and leather shoes. Uncle
Kato, a Japanese who owned the farm where the immigrants lived
and worked, wore leather shoes, a Western style hat, anda tra
ditional Japanese kimono because he was reluctant to discard
Japanese customs.
Gertrude Van Os, a character in Venture in the East, wore
modern dresses, high heeled slippers, wide hats, and carried a
parasol.
TABLE 10
ANALYSIS OF CLOTHING AND DRESS
Traditional - ,~Mode~~ --
~ookg Male Female Male — Female --
~_ Author Title Evaluat~o~ Ev~li’at~n Eva1uatiQ~ Eva1uati~n -
- --- -
1~Buck The Big~Wave -
2. Buck - - The Patrio~ — — — — — — —
3. Buck The Young
Re vo lu~ioni st —— — — — — — 2 -
~ Coatsworth Cricket and the
Emjzeror’s Son — — — — 2 -
Creek~re Fujio - ~_X —— 2_
6.Crockett Teru 1
2.Ernery - Tradition XX2
~.Gaines ~repsureF~ower,~~x ~L_ .~L_
~.Ga~ner MiddleHeaven XX —— 2
1Q~Iwarnatsu Vi~age Tre~_
11. Johnson Gozo’s Wonderfu:
~e~__~__x 2
12. Lancaster Venture in the
East_-
l3~McSwiEan Juan of Manila
l~+. Means The Mov e~ O~it er~ — — — — — — 2
i~.Oakes DesertHarvest__~__~X~
l~ferkins Japanese Tw ins — — — X — — — X — — — — — — 2
12.. Yule In~KirnonoLand —
- Total - ij6~io oj~ooijo 38
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Evaluation: 1 - Poor, 2 — Fair, 3 - Good, 1~ - Excellent
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Transportat ion
The topic transportation consists of six sub-divisions:
railways, vehicles, hand drawn transportation, motor, maritime,
and other (see Table 11). Sixteen of the 18 books of fiction
provided 1+)+ descriptions of transportation. Vehicles are de
scribed seven times: one excellent, four good, one fair, and one
poor. Hand drawn transportation is described six times: none
excellent, three good, three fair, and none poor. Motor trans
portation, is portrayed seven times: one excellent, four good,
none fair, and two poor. Maritime transportation is described
10 times: none excellent, seven good, three fair, and none poor.
Other means of transportation are described, such as riding horse
back and foot travel and are evaluated as none excellent, four
good, four fair, and one poor.
A sunirnary of the tf~+ portrayals of transportation as found
in the 16 books shows many variations. All sub—divisions of
transportation were portrayed in The Patriot; all except hand
drawn transportation are portrayed in Middle Heaven; all except
motor transportation are portrayed in Desert Harvest. The Young
Revolutionist, Teru, and Treasure Flower portray four features
each. Two books, The Cricket and the Em~peror’s Son, and Juan of
Manila portray three features each. The MQ.ved 0uter~ and The
Japanese~ Twins describe two features each. The six remaining
books, The Big Wave, The Cat Who Went to Heaven, Tradition,, The
Village Tree, Venture in the East, and In Kimono Land portray
one feature each.
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The Patri~, Middle Heaven and Desert Harve~j are the
most represerl&atjve in describing means of transportation. The
least representative in. description are The Big Wave, The Ca; Who
Went to Heav~, ‘The Village Tree, Tradition, Venture in the East,
and In. Kimono Land.
The Patriot was the most representative of all in portray
ing features of transportation. Those described were trains,
automobiles and busses, “rickshaws” or jinrikshas, trucks, boats,
ships, airplanes, and horse back.
Trains were described in The Patriot, Treasure Flower,
The Moved Outers and Desert Harvest. They were not described
adequately nor in detail.
In Pearl Buck’s Desert Harves~, Taro and other Japanese
immigrants from the Orient traveled by boat, train, and wagon.
Taro describes his month of travel as “a nightmare of being
crowded too close together.”
Taro describes his trip to America thus:
On the boat, into wagons upon their arrival in San Fran
cisco, on the train, and now again into wagons. He certainly
would be thankful to get out into fields a~ain, where one
could breathe freely the freedom of space.
Desert Harvest describes horse-drawn wagons while ~
Japanese Twins describes hand-drawn vehicles. Lucy F. Perkins
describes a ride in a “rickshaw” when the twins’ father took the
family to the temple:
~-Vanya Oakes, Desert Harves~ (Philadelphia: Winston,
1953), p. 10.
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Father laughed and said, ‘We are going to the temple.’
The name of these little carriages drawn by men instead of
horses is called Jinrickshas, but he cafled them ‘rickshaws’
for short.
They got into the rickshaw with red wheels, and away
they flew.
The twins had never been in a rickshaw alone before in
their lives. They sat up straight, and held on tight be
cause it bounced a good deal, and the rickshaw man could run
very fast.’
T~ describes motor transportation. Teru was a very
shy and bashful girl who lived in the suburbs of the city of
Yokohama. After World War II, she became acquainted with Pete
MeDougal, an American soldier who gave her a candy bar one day
and rode her home in his “jeep.”
Aunt Koze, a character in Mi~dleHeave~, was impatient
because the boat was moving too slowly. The following passage is
illustrative of transportation by boat and train:
‘Hi, hi,’ Aunt Kozi yelled in the midst of this. ‘Get
along, Kato—san. This boat is running backwards surely.’
‘Water demons are dragging it, Aunt Kozi,’ Kato yelled back
at her.
‘Mah, I’d willingly trade a pound for a pull that would
put us at the tying place,’ she retorted with a chuckle. ‘I
want to be there before the train comes in. Th~s is one time
in my life I want to look upon a train moving.’
A boat ride was described in. The Japanese Twins:
There was a pleasure boat tied to the wharf. The whole
family got on board; the boatman pushed off, arid away they
went over the blue water and into the river a long way,
through the city and beyond.
1Lucy Fitch Perkins, The Japan~se Twins (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1912), p. 68.
2Mona Gardner, Middle_Heaven (New York: Country Life
Press, 1950), p. 131.
3Lucy Fitch Perkins, The Japanes~~wjns (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1912), p. 68.
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Mountain climbing was described in Fuiio, Middle Heaven,
Terfl, and The Young i~o~utionjst.
Horse-back riding is portrayed in. The Young Revolu
tionist, Desert Harvest, The V~a~ç Tree, Ventur~jn the East,
and Juan_~j~jla.
The Pat~jg~, Teru, and Juan of Manila were descriptive
of transportation by airplanes. The ~ portrays airplanes
flying over Japanese cities in peace time, and tells how they
were used for transportation during war time. Teru describes
airplanes, and the Japanese in this story call them “air—B—san.”
They were seen flying daily over the cities during the American
occupation of Japan. Juan 2~ Mani~ is a portrayal of air travel
during World War II. Juan, the hero of the story, tells of the
Japanese spying on American pilots.
~pm~munjg,~tio
This characteristic is sub—divided into five groups:
telephone and telegraph, radio, newspapers, postal service, arid
other. Thirty—one features of communication are described in l~+
of the 18 books of fiction (see Table 12). Only a single account
of telephone and telegraph usage is given; it is rated fair.
Descriptions of radio are three, and are evaluated as one ex
cellent, and two fair. Descriptions of newspapers are appraised
as four good and two fair. Postal service is described seven
times and rated as one excellent, one good,.five fair, and none
poor. Thirteen examples of other types of communication are





— ~eiepho~e - -
and News- Postal
Teleg.raph Radio paper Service Ot~r
Books ~v~1uat ion ~va1uatior Ev~ ~ ~n Evaluation Eali ~ ~
Author. Title ka.a~
1.Buck TheBigWave Xl
2.. Buck The Patriot — - — — — — — — — — I —.
3. Buck The Young Revo
1u~i2flist
k. Coatswo.rth Cricket . . .
~. Crockett Teru . . .
~Erne~y Tradition
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8. Gardrjer Middle Heaven — - — — — — — - — A — —
9. Lancaster Venture in the
East - — — — X
lö~.MçSiigan Juano~Mani1a___Xxxj_
11. Means
12. Oakes iJesert Harves; - — - — — — — — — — — — — — — 2
13. Perkins Ja~an~çs~ Twins — - — — — — — — — — A — L.
l~. Yu~ In KimonoLan.d
Tot~1 - Q1QOO ~ALQ31
Evaluation: 1 - Poor, 2 - Fair, 3 - Good, ~+ - Excellent
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None of the l~+ books portrays all features of communica
tion. Teru describes all features except telephone and tele
graph. ~radition describes all except radio. The Moved Outers,
The Patriot and Juan of Manila describe three features each.
The Young Revolutionist, Tr~ure Flower, Middle Heaven, Venture
in the East, and Desert Hary~st describe two features each, and
four books, The Big Wave, The Cricket and the Emperor’s Son, The
Japanese Twins, and In Kimono ~ describe a single feature each.
The most representative books in describing communication
are Teru and Tradition. The least representative are The Bi~g
Wave, The Cricket and the Emperor’s Son, The ~panesç_T~~ and
In Kimono Land.
Telephone and telegraph are not portrayed in any of the
fiction books with the setting in Japan. Only one portrayal was
given in Tradi;ion, by Anne Emery which has its setting in the
United States.
Desert Haryest, by Vanya Oakes portrays newspapers. The
Japanese immigrants paper their homes with newspapers. ~uan of
Manila, by McSwigan also describes newspapers. The war news was
printed daily in the newspapers. The Revolutiouisj, by Pearl
Buck refers frequently to the revolutionary soldiers being told
to read the newspapers and magazines daily. Buck’s The Patriot
mentions I—Wan, a character in the story, as reading newspapers.
These descriptions are inadequate.
Postal service and letters are represented in Teru, The
Patriot, and Middle Heaven. Teru, a little Japanese girl, tells
of her father and his brother corresponding by means of postal
8~+
service. I—Wan wrote from Yokohama. He also received letters
from his father in China. Tomo, a Japanese mother in Middle
Heaven corresponded with her son who worked in a book store in
the city.
Tradition, by Anne Emery, which has its setting in the
United States describes “The Creed for Americans,” a document
which was written by a committee of high-school students and had
as its purpose the elimination of prejudice toward the Japanese
family. This document sought also to break down traditional
ideas in the North Bridge community. It was published in the
school paper and is representative of other types of communication.
“A Creed for Americans”
We, the students of Northbridge High School, believe the
same and come to state the aims for which our country fought,
for all men to know and to acknowledge.
We believe that our country is as democratic as our com
munity.
That each citizen must search his heart and conscience
for the truth of his own democracy.
That the majority are men of good will.
That the foundation stone of our democracy is the brother
hood of man.
That tk~ brotherhood of man means not only the right of
men to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness, but also
the right to encouragement and civility in that community in
which they may find themselves.
Believing this, we, the undersigned, agree that all mem
bers of our community, of whatever race, creed, or color, are
our brothers, of equal merit as Americans, Of equal~rights as
citizens, of equal importance as persons~and are entitled
to courtesy, fair play and honorable recognition, unless by
their own actions they forfeit these natural equalities.
-1-Anne Emery, Tra~,it~on. (New York: The Vanguard Press,
191+6), p. 22~+—225.
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Juan of Manila, by Marie McSwigan gives an excellent de
scription of radio communication, The main theme is based on
radio broadcasting. Juan, a Filipino boy, was undaunted by
threats of torture after his identity was discovered by the
Japanese who offered a reward for his capture. He broadcasted
daily messages of encouragement to his fellow countrymen during
World War II.
Other types of communication described in the same story
were the “bamboo wireless,” a means of communication used by
pagan head hunters who sent messages by “bird calls” which were
whistled and passed along. Messages and warnings, as well as
signals were transmitted by fires on hill tops and by drumbeating.
Church bells and temple bells were also used to transmit
messages.
Stick rapping was a means of communicating. Examples are
given in _The Jap~ese Twins and The Patriot: the twins’ “granny”
rapped a stick for her servants, and I—wan, in The Patriot, fre
quently refers to his grandmother’s rapping for her maid.
Settings of the Selected Books of Juveni’e Fic~ion
The Japanese settings of the 18 selected books of juvenile
fiction are illustrated in Table 13 and in Figure 1, a map of
Japan on which the settings of the books are located. Some books
have more than one setting in Japan. Fifteen settings were found
to include the country of Japan, and various cities, towns and
one village. The 15 settings appear 30 times in this group of
fiction.
TABLE 13
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These set-kings appear as follows: Chiba—-Teru; Hakkodate-
Treasure Flower; Hiroshima--Desert Harves~; Japan--The c~t Who
W?nt to Heaven, The cricket and the Emperor’s Son, Desert ~arves~,
F~iio, ~zo’s ~onderfu1 Kite, 1n Kimono Land, The Japanese Twins,
Juan of Manila, The Village Tree, and The Young Revo1utioni~;
Kagoshima--ven~ure ir~ the Eas~; Kobe--Gozo’s Wonderful Kite;
Middle He~r~, The Mpved_Outer~, and ~asure Flowe:; Kumazawa-
Middle Heaves; Kyoto--The Patriot and Treasure Flower; Nagasaki--
Desert Harvest; Nagohama--Treas~~ F’ower; Osaki--~~~re in the
Eas~; Shimoda--Teru; ~Shiogama__Midd1eHeav~; Tokyo--Treasure
slower; and Yokohama--The Patriot and ~ru.
Ten of the books can be said to be in settings typical of
the country of Japan as a whole, two are located in Tokyo, the
capital of Japan. Thirteen cities, four towns and one village




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This study has attempted to analyze the descriptions of
Japanese life and customs in selected juvenile fiction books pub
lished in the United States from 1912 to l95~+, and recommended
for children from the first grade through junior and senior high
school. Efforts were made to prove that the material found in
selected Japanese fiction is adequately and realistically de
scribed according to the factual data in authentic and authorita
tive sources.
Japanese social life and customs were found in authentic
and authoritative sources, such as reference books and encyclo
pedias. A content analysis was made of social life and customs
in selected Japanese fiction. A checklist of 12 characteristics
of Japanese life and customs was made from factual material found
in books. The twelve characteristics are: physical features and
climate, government, education, religion, marriage customs, holi
days and festivals, art and architecture, occupations and in
dustries, food, clothing and costume, transportation, and com
munication.
Japanese social life and customs as foundin the 18 se
lected books of fiction were evaluated by means of the checklist
of 12 individual characteristics. Each fiction book was analyzed
by means of an individual checklist and the characteristics of
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Japanese life and customs as found in the selected fiction books
were compared with the factual material or information descrip
tive of each characteristic. The characteristics found were
evaluated as excellent, good, fair, and poor. Thus, a qualitative
and quantitative analysis was made of the individual characteris
tics of social life and customs as found in the selected books of
fiction.
Twelve tables summarize the evaluations of the representa
tive characteristics of social life and customs as found in each
of the 18 selected fiction books. Table l~+ summarizes the twelve
characteristics and indicates thetotal findings of the analysis
of the characteristics as found in the 18 selected juvenile books
of fiction as compared with factual data. A summary of the twelve
characteristics as found in the 18 selected books of fiction re
veals that 1+17 descriptions were found as representative in the 18
books of fiction. The total number of times that each charac
teristic found was portrayed in the selected books of fiction
were as follows: physical features and climate 1+5, government 22,
education 27, religion -35, marriage customs 21, holidays and
festivals 27, art and architecture 61, occupations and industries
140, food 26, clothing and costume 38, transportation ‘+1+, and
communication 31.
The total number of descriptions of characteristics as
found in each book were: The Bi~ Wave, 20; The Patriot, ~+2; The
Young Revolutionis~, 31+; The Cat_~tho Went to Heaven, eight; The
Cricket arid the Emperor’s Sop, 29; Fui~, 11; Teru, 39; Tradition,
18; Treasure Flower, 32; Middle Heaven, 32; The Vil~age Tree, 9;
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Gozo’s W~pderfu1 K~e, 11; Venture in the East, 19; ~uan of
~ l~+; The Moved 0ute~, 20; Desert Harve~, 32; The J~p~
nese ~ 27; and In Kimono sand, 15.
All 12 of the characteristics were realistically portrayed
in six of the 18 books of fiction: ~ Patrip~, The Young Revo
lu~ionis~, Teru, The Moved Outers, Middle Heaven,and Dese~
Harves~. Twelve other books, The Big Wave, The Cricket and the
Emperor’s Sofl, Traditiop., Treasure Flower, Q~zo’s Wonderful Kite,
Y~nture in the Ea~j, Ju~n_of Manila, The Japanese ~w~ns, In Ki
mono Land, ~ The Cat Who Went to Heaven, and The Village Tree
~o~t’ra~d ~h~i&a1 féätth~ d1ixà~. All except Tradi~~
portray physical features and climate. Six of the books failed
to describe government. They are: The Big Wave, The Cat Who Went
to Heaven, The Village Tree, The Japanese Twins, Gozo’s Wonderfu~
Kite, and Fuiio. Six of the 18 books omit descriptions of educa
tion: Gozo’s Wonderful Kite, The Cat Who We~.t to Heav~~,, The ~jj
lage Tree, ~uän of Manila, Venture in the East, and Fu~. Five
of the 18 books do not portray religion: Euiio, Gozo’s Wonderful
Kite, The Village Tree, Tradition, and In Kimono Land. Four books,
~.The Cat Who Went to Heaven, The VillaEe Tree, Fu.iio, and Y~nture
in the East, do not describe marriage customs. Six books do not
describe holidays and festivals. They are: The Big Wave, The Cat
Who Went to Heaven, The Cricket_and the Em~ror’s Son, G0ZQ’S
Wonderful Kfte, The Village Tree, and Treasure F1ow~. Three
books, Juan of Mani~, The Village Tree, and~iiio, do not de
scribe art and architecture. Only two books, Fuiio and In Kimono
Land, fail to describe occupations and industries. Only one book,
9~+
Juan of Manila fails to describe food. Only one book, The Ca~
Who Went to Heaven fails to describe clothing and costume.
Transportation was portrayed by all except three books: Gozo’s
Wonderful Kite, Fu.iio, and Venture in_the Ea~. The Cat Who Went
~ Heaven, Gozo’s Wonderful Kite, The Village Tree, and Venture
~n the East fail to portray communication.
The Patriot, The Young Revoiutionist, Teru, The Moved
Outerffi, Middle Heaven, and Desert Harvest were the most repre
sentative of all the books of fiction in portraying realistically
characteristics of Japanese life and customs. The_Cat Who Went
~o Heaven and The Village Tre& were least representative in por
trayal of the characteristics.
An analysis was made of individual characteristics. Ii
lustrations and examples of characteristics found in the books of
fiction were described and quoted according to the most repre
sentative findings in the most representative books. The most
representative and the least representative characteristics found
have been indicated in the 13 tables of representative charac
teristics. It is interesting and important to note that no single
or individual characteristic was described in all of the selected
books of fiction.
The Patriot is the most representative book of fiction in
portraying characteristics of Japanese life and customs.
Art and architecture comprise the single characteristic
most adequately portrayed of the 12 characteristics found in the
18 books of fiction. Government and marriage customs were the
least representative in portrayal of individual characteristics
95~
found in the summary of characteristics found in the selected
fiction books.
This study has provided knowledge that there are only a
limited number of Japanese juvenile fiction books available which
are currently listed in standard selection aids and other re
liable tools. There appears to be only afew recent fiction
books about Japanese life and customs published in the United
States at the present time. It also points up the need for more
such juvenile books of fiction.
Finally, this study does provide factual information to
support the thesis advanced in the beginning of this study:
there is a realistic portrayal of Japanese life and customs as
found in the 18 selected books of juvenile fiction, and in many
instances, the use of such material will enrich and supplement
factual material found in reference and factual books read by
children. The use of these books of fiction can extend their
knowledge and provide increased pleasure and joy for the juvenile
readers.
APPENDIX A
GT~OSSARY OF JAPANESE TERMS
These definitions of Japanese terms were found in the
books of juvenile fiction which are included in this study. A
I~owledge of these terms can help make the reading of this thesis
and the eighteen selected fiction books more meaningful.
Abbot of Hiei.--The Buddhist religion has monastic orders
very similar to those of the Roman Catholic Church. It is the
most powerful of all the monasteries, the Hieizan, with its
thousands of temples and three thousand monks and acolytes. It
is also the wealthiest. Its special function was to pray for
the peace of the Emperor in the capital in the valley below.
Andon.--A rush light with a paper shade like a lantern
held on a standard.
A medito.--Universal New Year salutation, meaning “Happy
Congratulaüon.”
Arigato.--”Thank you.”
Benetin.--Goddess of learning and of love; a Buddhist
deity brought from India who took the place of an older Shinto
goddess.
Bibachi.--A large earthenware pot.
Eird—n~t.——A sort of gateway of two straight posts sur
mounted by a beam with turned up ends.
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Botar~.—-Japarjese name for peony, of which Japan has
wonderful varieties.
~.-—A copper coin.
Buddkisrn..--.A religious belief, 100,000 shrines and temples
of this religion are in Japan today.
~aniin-zukuri.--Literary men’s style.
Cherry Blossom Festiva~.--An April festIvity.
~~.——Street
Confucian~ism.--A type of religion which teaches obedience
and loyalty toward authority.
Daimio.--Fighting lords; military nobles.
Diakoku.--God of wealth.
Doko.—-”Where?”
~Iower nobles.—-The nobility was formerly divided into
court nobles, “kuge”, and military nobles, “diamio”. At the
Restoration, the two classes were merged under the common title,
“Flower Families.”
Five Provinces.—-The provinces of Yamato, Yamashiro, Ka
wachi, Senshiu, and Settsu, imn~diately surround the capital;
hence, the oldest and most aristocratic part of the Empire.
Ga~ffu.--Mi1itary camp.
Geisha.——Professional entertainers (girls)
Geng~is M~an.--The .Tarter conqueror of Central Asia, in




Geta.——Sandals or wooden clogs.
ll~goj~.--A battledore and shuttlecock (games).
Hpori.—-A short, loose over kimono.
~eavenly throne..~-A designation either of the Emperor or
of his station. Heavenly refers to the Emperor’s divine origin.
Each ruler on the death of his predecessor “ascended the heavenly
throne .“
Hiaki.—-Represen;s the 1+9th day or the last of the seven
weeks of the mourning period for the dead.
Hira-niwa.--Level gardens.
House of ~eers.--It is composed of the male members of
the Imperial Family.
“Honorable seventh Ni.ght.”--The seventh night after a
child’s birth. The name-giving ceremony. Gifts are taken by
relatives and friends honoring the infant.
Ideographs.--Japanese symbols used in painting and
writing.
Jan-ken—po~.-—Puzzles.
Jinriksha.--Two wheeled vehicles drawn by one or two men.
(Commonly called “rickshaw”.)
Judo or “Jiu-iitsu”.——A form of wrestling or sport. (Re—
quires skill rather than physical strength).
Ka~a ware--A very fine porcelain distinguished by its
decorations in clear red and gold, made by potters of the Lord of
Kaga, the richest of the diamio.
Kago.—-A kind of open palaquin or conveyance for one
person.
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Kakemonp.--A painted panel, usually of silk, hung in the
alcove of a Japanese room. When the room is not in use, the
panel is rolled up and carefully put away.
Kaku.--One word for writing.
Kanzashi.--An ornamental pin.
Kayo and norimono.--Hand drawn carts.
~~~.—-Prefecture or province.
Keto.--Animals.
Kjgensetsu.—-Anrjjversary of the accession to the throne
of the Emperor Jimmu, first traditional Emperor.
Kimegayo.--The national anthem.
Kjrnono.--Tradjtjonal Japanese clothing. A long loose
robe tied about the waist with a sash called an obi.
a fish which is esteemed as a table delicacy,
and also regarded as the symbol of courageous purpose.
Koku.-—A measure equal to half a bushel. The wealth of
the feudal lord, and hence his power, was redCaaed in koku of rice.
K~yiki.--Myth or story about the early beginning of Japan.
Tells of the founding of Japan by the sun goddess.
~~—-District.
HLand of the Risin~ Sun”.--Japan.
Meiiisets~.--Anniversary of the birth of the Emperor
Meiji, and finally, the birthday of the reigning emperor (November
3rd).
Mochi.--Rice cakes. A food dainty; holiday cake.
Mompei.—-A new style dress for women; their national garb.
A loose flowing one—piece garment fitting tightly around the ankles
Monsoofls.-—Winds that influence the climate.
Moonviewjn.g Party.--An autumn festival.
Needle D~y.——A1l unfinished sewing of the year must be
completed by this day (December 8th).
.--Wide brocaded sash worn with a kimono.
Oden.-—Salted vegetables on bamboo sticks.
2~i.--An imp or devil usually depicted with red hair.
Oyako domburi.--A dish of chicken, eggs, and rice with
the flavor of onions.
P_agoda.--A type of architecture; a tower with each story
marked by a flared-up-roof.
Palanguin.--A conveyance, usually, for one person, con
sisting of an enclosed litter; commonly a kind of box with wooden
shutters borne on the shoulders of men by means of projecting
poles.
Per~ola.--~ arbor or bower; trellis; a balcony or a
raised stand.
Rank-~.--Each rank of the old nobility was strictly
designated by the color of the rank-cap made of gauze. Later,
lacquer also was used and different shapes were prescribed.
Ri.——1~. measure or distance corresponding to 2 1/2 miles.
Roriin.--A “wave-man”, ~aning a knight without a master
who is blown about like a wave without direction.
Saki.—-A fermented drink made from rice; rice-wine.
~amurai.—-A feudal retainer, bowman, armorer, or knight.
Sayonara.——A parting salutation; “goodby”.
Sen—tei.——Rock garden.
l~1.
Shimmei.—-One of the names of the sun goddess.
Shin~o.—-The most important religion of Japan for many
years.
Sho.~un-Iyeasu.—-A ruling of the feudal lord of Japan
from 1603-1613.
Son of Heave~.--Tit1e of the Emperor, indicating his
descent from the sun goddess.
Sumo.--The heavier and stronger man wins; a wrestling
term.
Tabi.—-Fabric foot—soles worn with geta; sandals or clogs.
Tatami.---Floor mats of woven rice straw.
Ternpora.--$ea food fried in batter, often cooked at the
table.
Ten~u.--Gobljn or monster with immense wings and horrible
claws.
Tenno.—-An emperor of Japan.
Torii.--These were the votive offerings to the divinity~
of Shintoism, and sometimes long series of them led to the temple
and gave the effect of a pergola.
~yphoons.—-Cyclonic storms, which occur at all seasons.
Yamato.——Now a province southeast of Kyoto; it was the
first civilized portion of Japan, and for many centuries contained
the capital, Nara. It is the poetic name still used to designate
the whole empire. ~ ~ ~
Medo.--Old name for Tokyo in 12th century.
Ziabatsu.--Gigantic companies that controlled the bulk of
Japan’s commerce and industry.
APPENDIX B
JAPANESE JUVENILE FICTION, 1912-1951+;
AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
Buck, Pearl S. The Bi~ Wave. New York: John Day Co., 191+8.
61 p. Ilius.
Jiya and Kino lived in a fishing village that was destroyed
by a tidaiwave. Although Jiya’s home and family were de
stroyed, he learned not to fear the sea and danger. Grades
1~_7.
Buck, Pearl S. The Patriot. New York: Grosset, 1939. 372 p.
I-wan was exiled from his country, China, when he became a
revolutionist. He went to Japan, married, and remained un
til war began. Then he returned to China to fight for his
country. Grades 8-12.
Buck, Pearl S. The Young Revolutionist. New York: Missionary
Education Movement, 1932. 182 p.
An account of a Japanese boy, Kosen, who became ill, and his
parents gave him to the temple gods; they believed that the
gods spared his life. He ran away from the temple and
joined the Revolutionary Army. After many exciting ex
periences, he returned home with the decision that he wanted
to serve his country as a Christian doctor. Grades 9—12.
Coatsworth, Elizabeth Jane. The Cat Who Wen~ to Heaven. New
York: Macmillan, 1930. 57 p. Illus.
Good luck comes to a poor artist’s home after a three-colored
cat begins to live with him. The temple gods chose the
artist to paint a picture of Buddha for the temple. The
story reveals the consequences when the author painted a cat
on the temple picture. Grades 1+—7.
Coatsworth, Elizabeth Jane. The Cricket and the Ern~ero~~p~.
New York: Macmillan, 1932. 112 p. Ilius.
An interesting narrative of how a piece of magic paper found
by Cricket unrolls a different story day after day. The
Emperor’s ill son was cured when Cricket related his stories
daily at the palace. Grades ~+-6
Creekmore, Raymond. Fujio. New York: Macmillan Company, 1951.
38 p. Illus.
An excellent portrayal of child life in Japan. Fujio tells
of various types of amusements that he enjoyed; best of all




Crockett, Lucy Herndon. T~ruiATa1eof~k~a~. New York:
Henry riolt and Co., 1950. .213 p. Illus.
Adveni,~ures and experiences of a little Japanese girl after
American occupation in Japan (191+6). It describes the
changes which occurred in the life and customs of the people.
Grades 5-7.
Emery, Anne. Tradition. New York: The Vanguard Press, 191+6.
250 p. Illus.
Story of how traditional ideas and prejudices which existed
in Northbridge caused the Japanese family of Okamoto much
humiliation and unhappiness. Stacy Kennedy, a neighbor,
prompted the breakdown of prejudice toward Charlie and
Dorothy and Okamoto’s family. Grades 9-12.
Gaines, Ruth Louise. ~reasure Flower. New York: E. P. Dutton
Co., 1916. 205 p. Iiius.
A fascinating story of a little orphan girl who lived in a
temple. She finally discovers that her father is alive and
that she is a real princess. Grades 5-7.
Gardner, Mona. Middle Heaven. New York: Doubleday and Co.,
1950. 280 P.
Dramatically shows how Tomo solves bravely the many problems
which occurred in her family life. The struggle between
traditional and modern Japanese life and customs is in
terestingly related. Grades 8-12.
I’wamatsu, gun. The Vil~a~e Tree. New York: The Viking Press,
1953. 31+ p. Illus.
Japanese childhood in a village is realistically described
by the author, who depicts one day~s pleasant and delightful
experiences and types of recreation engaged in. Grades 1-3.
Johnson, W. Ryerson. Gozo’s Wonderful Kite. New York: Crowell
and Co., 1951. 58~. Ilius.
Happy incidents and good for~bune are brought to Gozo’s
family through the possession of a famous painting that had
belonged to the family for generations. ~Wonderful things
happen after Gozo flies the painting of the five geese on
his kite. Grades 1-1+.
Lancaster, Bruce. Venture ~_t~ie East. Boston: Little, Brown
and Co., l95l.~l7 P.
A historical novel of the 17th Century when the Dutch East
India Company had a trading post in Japan. The romance of
Dirk Jonghad GertrudeVan Os makes the historical accounts
more interesting. Grades 9—12.
McSwigan, Marie.. Juan of M~ni1a. New York: Dutton and Co., 19~+l.
192 p. Ilius.
Juan, a young Filipino boy, broadcasted war messages to the
people in his country in spite of the threats on his life.
As a result of his bravery, he became a hero. Grades 7-9.
Means, Florence Crannell. The Moved Outers. Boston: Houghtori,
Mifflin and Co., 191+5. 151+ p.
A story of the problems, sufferingand humiliations endured
by the O’Hara family on the 1West Coast, after Pearl Harbor.
They bravely adapted themselves to the changes in their
lives. Grades 9-12.
Oakes, Virginia Armstrong. De~sert Harve~. Philadelphia:
Winston, 1953. 236 p.
An inspiring story of Taro’s life and adventures when he
came to America to live with his uncle in San Juan Valley
(California). Taro rebelled against traditional Japanese
customs and was determined to learn the habits and language
of his new home. Grades 8—12.
Perkins, Mrs. Lucy (Fitch). The ~panese Twins. Boston: Houghton
and Co., 1912. 178 p. Illus.
This is a happy story of the life of five year old twins,
Taro and Take, who live in “Happy Islands” (Japan). A
realistic, traditional picture of Japan. Grades 3-1+.
Yule, Emma Sarepta. In Kimono Lan~. Chicago: Rand McNally,
1927. 116 p. Illus.
A collection of Japanese historical and fictional stories.
The characteristics of social life and customs are described
by Taro and his mother. Grades 2_1+.
APPENDIX C
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES OF AUTHORS OF THE BOOKS OF
SELECTED JUVENILE FICTION ON JAPAN
Information could not be found concerning the lives of Ray
mond Creekmore, Ruth Gaines, Mona Gardner, W. Ryerson Johnson,
Marie McSwigan, and Emma Sarepta Yule.
Bji~ck, Pearl Sydenstrjcker.-
Mrs. Buck was born in Hilisboro, West Virginia, June 26,
1892. In infancy, she was taken to China by her missionary
parents, and there she made her home until 1933. She graduated
from Randolph Macon College in Virginia, and in 1917, she married
John Lossing Buck, who like herself, was a Presbyterian Missionary
in China. East Wind. West Wind (1929) was her first novel with a
Chinese setting; this was followed by The Good Earth (1931) which
earned the Pulitzer Prive and the Howells Medal of the American
Academy of Arts and Letters. Mrs. Buck resigned as missionary
in 1933, and after obtaining a divorce from her husband, married
Richard J. Walsh, who was her publisher in 1935.
Other novels which she has written with Chinese background
are: The Ex~e (1936) and the Fight~g An~e1 (1936), republished
together as The Spirit and~e Flesh, (1937); in 1939, The Patri~;
Other Gods (1940); Today an~ Forever (1941); Dragon Seed (1942);
and Pavilion of Women (1946). Pearl Buck was awarded the Nobel
Prize for literature in 1938.1




Miss Coatsworth was born in Buffalo, New York, May 31, 1893.
She attended school eight months of the year.
Her family traveled extensively; they went to California
when she was less than a year old; from there they went to Santa
Fe (by stagecoach) where she saw Indians. At five years of age,
she saw the Alps mountains and crossed the Egyptian deserts on
donkeys. After she attended Vassar College, she received a Mas
ter’s degree at Columbia University in 1916. Then she spent a
year in the Orient, during which t iine she and her family- went on
horseback through the Philippine Islands, explored the temples
of Java, visite.d China, and slept in Buddhist monasteries of the
Korean Diamond Mountains.
One day while she was talking to Louise Seaman, who was
establishing the first department of children’s books in America
at Macmillan Company, a discussion occurred, and she wrote The
Ca~ and the Cap~aj~ as a result of the argument. Since then she
has written many children’s books; previously she had always
written poetry. In 1929, she imarried Henry Beston, who wrote
The .Firel~ht Fairy Book for children. Elizabeth Coatsworth has
written: The Cricket and the Emperor’s Son, Knock a~the Door,
Sun’s Diary, Touto~ in Bondage, and Fox Footprints •1
Crock~tt Lucy Herndon. --
Lucy Herndon Crockett was born on April ~ l9l~, in Honolulu,
1Stanley J. Kunitz, The Junior Book of Authors (New York:
H. W. Wilson Co., 1931+), pp. 90—91.
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Hawaii, where her father, Colonel Crockett, was stationed with
the United States Army. The family background, however, is in
Seven Mile Ford, Virginia, where she and her mother now live.
They live in the old Preston house which was built in 181+2 as a
stage coach inn. Miss Crockett writes there and attends her
shop which is internationally known because she helps her friends
in the Far East to find markets for their work.
She is an author, artist, illustrator, designer, lecturer,
and Red Cross worker. Her five books for children, and one non
fiction book for adults, have been well received. Her shop is
called the Wilderness Trading Post and it is planned to give
more expression to her gift of design. Miss Crockett has
traveled extensively around the world. In 191+3, she was sent to
New Caledonia by the American Red Cross and was located at a
public relations post. Later, she went to Guadalcanal and the
Philippines. Then she was given a year and a half assignment in
Japan, and a brief one in Korea. The Oriental flavor in her
childrents books comes from her travel experiences ~n the Far
East.
In 1936, she went to New York hoping to beccane a commercial
artist. However, her search for a commission to do book jackets
led toward the writing and illustrating of her first book, ~cio
and His Nu~g, a tale of the Philippine Islands, which was pub
lished early in 1939. ~ ~
Each of her books was a definite relation to a place and
her own experiences there. That Mario (191+0), won the New York
Herald Tribun&s Award. Popcorn on the Ginza (191+9) was a book
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that she was asked to do on the American Occupation of Japan
while she was assigned to the Red Cross headquarters in Tokyo.
~eru~,a Tale of Yokohama (1950) grew out of the author’s in
terest in Japanese children as sketching subjects. fpn~ Choo~
You Rasc~ (1951),~(l95~+), are some of her
greatest contributions to literature.1
Emery. Anne (Eleanor McGuiga~).__
Anne Emery is-a housewife, an ex-school teacher, and a
mother of five children. She began her writing career when she
started to write short stories for the “slick” magazines. She
intended to write for children when she became established.
There are seven published and three forthcoming novels to her
credit. The Chicago Tribune reviewer says that the “intelligent
and understanding fashion” in which she presents young people’s
problems is the reason for her popularity as a creator of teen
age fiction.
After her graduation from Northwestern, she traveled in
Europe for a year. Since her return, she has taught school,
married John Douglas Emery, and worked in the library with Mildred
Batchelder of the American Library Association; this position
aroused a permanent interest in children’s books. She first
wrote stories for “tiny tots” in a church magazine (500 word
stories), then nine-to-ten—year old material, then teen-age
stories, which she really liked best.
~Marjorie Dent Candee, Current Biograph~y (New York: H. W.
Wilson Co., 1953), pp. 129-130.
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She is a member of the Children’s Reading Round Table in
America, Midland Authors, and Authors League of America.
The six-part serial, “The Feathered Serpent” had been
purchased by Westminister Press for its teen—age magazine. Some
of her books are: Bright Horiz~ (19~+7), Mountaifl Laure~. (191+8),
Senior Year (191+9), Going Ste~y (1950), Sorority Gir~~ (1952),
Scarlet Royaj (1952) .~
Iwamatsug Jun (Yashima, Taro, Pseudon~)
As Japanese author and illustrator, Jun Iwaniatsu has been
living in America since World War II. His little daughter, Momo,
had been asking him for stories about his childhood. Her re
quests influenced him to write The Village Tree which portrays
one day of his childhood.
He grew up in a southern village in Japan, but he later
studied at Tokyo. He was well known in Japan as a cartoonist,
illustrator, and painter. In New York, he has had many exhibi
tions, and his work is hung in both private collections and gal
leries. His illustrations have appeared in Vogue, Harpers, and
Fortune. This author’s wife is also a painter and illustrator.
Mr. Iwamatsu writes with color and spontaneity of someone
to whom English is not a habit but a living thing. He is a per
son of depth, vitality, directness, sensitivity and idealism
tempered with practicality and determination. His pictures have
warmth and grace, and their strength and richness are a proof of
1Marjorie Dent Candee, Current Biography (New York: H. W.
Wilson and Co., 1952), pp. 172—173.
il~;
his skill as a painter and illustrator for children.1
La~icaster, Bruce.—-
The novelist, Bruce Lancaster, was born August 22, 1896,
in Worcester, Massachusetts. Some of his books are: Guns of
Burgoyne (1939), For Us the Living (191~~O), Wide Sleeve of Kwannon
(1938), and Bride o~ a Thousand Cedars (1939).2
Meansg Florence CranneU.-_
Florence Crannell Means was born in Baldwinsvilie, New York,
May 15, 1891. Her father, who was a minister, was a writer of
essays, poems, and sermons. He moved his family to Topeka,
Kansas, when Florence was eight years old. Most of her time was
spent in her father’s study where he read aloud to the family.
All of the family were bookworms; moreover, books came before
clothes and other material things.
Both of her parents encouraged her dreams of being a
missionary, writer, artist, and teacher in the Crannell Free
Kindergarten in Albany. She has written many tales for children,
and many missionary stories. In addition to this, she was an
illustrator. Her grandparents whom she visited in Minnesota
were sketched in her pioneer tales: Candle in ~he Mist, Ranch
and Ring, and Bowlful of Stars.
1-Jun Iwamatsu,~TheVi~1age Tree (New York: The Viking Press,
1953). The book jacket.
2World Biography (New York: Institute for Research in
Biography, 19~), p. 262~-~-.
Her education was sketchy because she had continued to be
sickly. Art school, Greek and philosophy under her father, and
other subjects in college extension courses~ comprised her training..
She has not visited China, but she has an adopted daughter
from Shanghai, moreover, she has lived in a Chinese apartment
house in San Francisco. She learned the customs of the Far East
by living among the Oriental people.1
Oakes, Vanva.——
Ten years prior to Pearl Harbor, Vanya Oakes was a journalist
in the Far East. She found a need for basic knowledge and under
standing of the people of the Orient while she wrote and lectured
in the United States.2
Perkins, Mrs. Lu~v Fitch.-
Mrs. Perkins was born in Indiana in 1865, but her ancestors
were New Englanders. Her early training was at home in Massa
chusetts, where her parents taught her. Later they moved near
Boston so that she and her sister could have school experience
and contact with other children. After graduation from high
school at eighteen years of age, she then attended art school at
the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston for three years. Lucy illustrated
for the Pran.g Education Company for one year after she finished
high school, then she went to Brooklyn to teach at the Pratt
1Staniey J. Kunitz, The Junior Rook of Authors (New York:
The H. W. Wilson and Co., 193~+), pp. 253_251+.
2Virginia A. Oakes, Desert Harvest (Philadelphia: Winston,
1953). The book jacket.
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Institute, newly established art school. There she taught and
studied for four years; at the end of that period of time, she
married Dwight H. Perkins, who wasa young architect, They lived
in Evanston, Illinois, and they have one daughter, Eleanor, and
a son, Lawrence.
Mrs. Perkins did a great deal of illustrating, and later she
began to write and illustrate. The idea of a juvenile book:
suddenly came to her, and she made dozens of little sketches
which presented the idea. She showed these sketches to a pub
lisher who urged her to write the book because he wanted it. Thus
The Dutch Twins was written and published. The Goose Girl and ~
Book of Jay~ wei~e written previously.
Two ideas influenced her writing of other nationalities:
one was the necessity for mutual respect and understanding between
people of different nationalities, if we are ever to live in peace
on this planet; two, a really big theme may be comprehended by
children if it is presented in a way that holds their interest and
engages their sympathies. The theme must be personalized and made
vivid through its effect upon the lives of individuals. Some of
the other influences were: her visit to Ellis Island, where she
saw the oppressed of all nations; later, her visit to Chicago
where she saw children of twenty-seven different nationalities
herded in one building. As a result of these, experiences, she wrote
books giving pictures of child life in other countries. In order
to benefit America and foreign-born alike, she wrote books which
gave some idea of what had been done in this country by its founders1
~-Staniiey J. Kuni~z and Haycraft, Howard, The Junior Book of
Author~ (New York: The H. W. Wilson and Co., l93Lf), pp. 295-295~
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